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The purpose of this research is to assess heat and moisture transport into a domestic refrigerator cabinet 
during open door conditions, as well as determine sensible and latent refrigerator cabinet loading caused by objects 
removed and replaced into a refrigerator cabinet.  The goal is to know how much water and energy are transported 
into a refrigerator by these mechanisms.  In general, the air inside a refrigerator generally has lower water vapor 
pressure than the outside surroundings.  When the door is opened, water vapor enters the cabinet; this water 
eventually ends up on the evaporator in the form of frost.  In addition to the energy load caused by moisture 
condensation, removal of the frost requires energy.  The analytical and experimental study of heat/mass transfer in 
an open cavity is of interest not only in refrigerator cabinets, but also in other areas such as solar receivers, 
buildings, and electrical components. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Refrigerator manufacturers have made substantial gains in energy efficiency over the last two decades.  The 
gains have been based on several small, but cumulative effects including improved compressors, controls, heat 
exchangers, and cabinets.  Continued improvement of refrigerators is dependent on tracking down all manners in 
which energy is transferred into a cabinet.  The purpose of this research is to assess heat and moisture transport into 
domestic refrigerator cabinets during open door conditions, as well as determine sensible and latent refrigerator 
cabinet loading caused by objects removed and replaced into a refrigerator cabinet.  The goal is to investigate the 
simultaneous heat and mass transfer transports and to develop design relations for predicting these effects. 
Experimental work is conducted using test cavities and objects that are constructed from foamboard 
insulation covered with aluminum plates that act as calorimeters.  The cavities and objects are heated or cooled then 
exposed to the surrounding ambient air.  Cavities and objects are placed on a scale to obtain accumulated moisture 
measurements.  A variety of experimental situations have been developed to explore the heat transfer and mass 
transfer effects. 
The following items are addressed in this work: 
Open Cavities: 
· Cavity averaged, wall averaged (and local) convective heat transfer coefficients 
· Effects of radiation on cavities 
· Overall mass transfer measurements on cavities (validity of heat/mass transfer analogy) 
· Variation of cavity aspect ratio on convective heat transfer coefficients 
· Variation of cavity orientation on convective heat transfer coefficients 
· Effect of spatial temperature deviation on convection heat transfer 
Objects: 
· Object averaged and wall average convective heat transfer 
· Overall mass transfer measurements on objects 
· Effects of radiation on objects 
From the experimental work on cavities and objects, tools are developed for refrigeration cabinet/object 
heat and moisture load analysis in refrigerators.  Experimental results from this study are also useful for researchers 
performing numerical studies.  The analytical and experimental results from this study are of interest not only in 
refrigerator cabinets, but also in other areas such as solar receivers, buildings and electrical components. 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Introduction 
Various investigators have conducted research in areas that are related to refrigerator cabinet and object 
loadings.  Understanding these areas was crucial for defining the direction of this research.  This literature review 
will first discuss the research on refrigerator studies.  Research on natural convection in open cavities as well as 
natural convection due to mass transfer on open cavities is examined to understand the issues related to cavity 
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situations.  A review of natural convection on external objects as well as combined heat and mass transfer analyses 
is examined. 
1.2.2 Refrigerator Studies 
Domestic refrigerator cabinets have several factors that affect overall energy requirements.  Grimes et al. 
(1977) studied the influence of ambient temperature, thermostat setting, food loading, door opening, and relative 
humidity on energy consumption in household refrigerator/freezers (R/F).  Four types of units were examined 
(automatic defrost and manual defrost (R/F); upright and chest freezer).  For the door-opening scheme, the 
refrigerator and freezer doors were opened for 10 seconds 24 times in the first 8-hour period (equal spacing of door 
openings) and left closed for the remaining 16 hours.  From the study, changes in ambient temperature and 
thermostat setting significantly effected the cabinet energy consumption (see Table 1.1). 
Table 1.1 Summary of results from Grimes et al. (1997) study 
Variable Range in variables 
Percentage change in energy 
consumption 
(minimum / maximum) 
Ambient temperature 23.9°C (75°F) / 32.2°C (90°F) 22% / 42% 
Thermostat setting minimum / maximum 17% / 26% 
Food loading 0% / 75% -3% / 20%  
Door opening no openings / door openings 0% / 8% 
Ambient relative humidity 40% / 60% 0% / 5% 
 
Alissi et al. (1988) studied the effects of ambient temperature, ambient humidity, and door opening on 
electrical usage in household refrigerator/freezer.  Alissi first compared the Department of Energy testing standard 
for refrigerators/freezers (ANSI/AHAM – 1979) to the Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS C 9607 – 1979) and saw 
the DOE consumption was about 24% higher.  Major differences in testing of the two standards were in the ambient 
temperature (DOE: 32°C (75°F); JIS: 15°C (59°F) and 30°C (86°F), door opening (DOE: closed door; JIS: open 
door scheme), and food loading (DOE: empty unit; JIS: specified simulated food loading and mass of load). 
Alissi also compared open-door tests to closed-door tests at the same environmental conditions (see Table 
1.2).  The door-opening scheme consisted of a 16-hour period of door opening and 8-hour period of closed door (to 
simulate night time).  During this 16-hour period, the fresh food compartment door was opened 40 times (at 
intervals of 24 minutes between openings) while the freezer door opened 16 times (60 minutes intervals).  For both 
set of tests, increases in ambient temperature had a significant effect on energy usage, while an increase in ambient 
humidity had a smaller effect.  The open door increased energy usage by as much as 12% to 32% above the same 
closed-door conditions.  Alissi also saw that the fresh food door openings produced greater rise in energy 
consumption than freezer door openings.   
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Table 1.2 Ambient conditions from Allisi’s et al. (1987) testing 
Variable Range 
Ambient temperature 21.1°C (70°F) / 29.4°C (85°F) 
Ambient humidity ratio (w)  3 g/kgda (21 gr/lbda) / 14.3 g/kgda (100 gr/lbda) 
Ambient relative humidity 
(based on w) 
12% and 55% at 29.4°C (85°F) 
22% and 91% at 21.1°C (70°F) 
 
Gage (1995) investigated energy usage for nine refrigerator/freezer units from a variety of households for 
three months to a year period to study ambient conditions as well as open door influences. In earlier tests conducted 
with an automatic defrost R/F, differences in energy consumption were observed based on door openings (see 
Table 1.3). 
Table 1.3 Conditions and results from tests analyzed by Gage (1995) 
 Rating Ambient Temperature 
Ambient 
Humidity 





closed door test 
Test 1 5.25 kWh/day 23.9°C (75°F) 60% 24 / 24 7% 
Test 2 2.837 kWh/day 25.6°C (78°F) 72% 40 / 16 24% 
 
During testing, the power, kitchen ambient temperature/humidity, compressor start/stop times, freezer door 
open/close times, and open/close time of the fresh food door were recorded.  A regression of energy consumption of 
the R/F was examined with ambient temperature and door opening separately.  When the combined effects were 
examined with a regression fit, good results were seen when compared to the field data.  Relative humidity (as with 
other investigations), showed very little influence on energy consumption.  The average number of door openings 
per day per person was found to be ten for fresh food and three for freezer while the length of the openings was an 
average of 10 seconds.  Gage also commented that as R/F units become more efficient, door openings would most 
likely become a higher percentage of the energy consumption. 
Boughton et al. (1996) examined thermal loads on a refrigerator during closed-door conditions.  Various 
pathways for heat to travel into the cabinet (1-D heat transfer through the walls away from the edges, heat transfer 
through the edges, and other miscellaneous effects) was determined and quantified both experimentally and 
numerically.  Boughton’s investigation concluded that the basic conduction of heat through a cabinet’s walls and 
doors were the primary contributors to the cabinet load (with edge effects accounted close to 30%). 
For closed-door conditions, Williams et al. (1994) studied natural convection inside the refrigerator.  
Aluminum plates were placed inside the refrigerator and acted as calorimeters.  The plates were heated slightly with 
foil heaters while ice was placed inside the refrigerator to simulate cooling conditions.  Convective heat transfer 
coefficients on the plates were determined.  Correlations for heat transfer were obtained based on various parameters 
and compared to other investigators’ work. 
Stein et al. (2000) investigated moisture transport into the refrigerator cabinet.  Various size pans of water 
were placed in the refrigerator to measure the evaporation rate while the refrigerator was in operation.  The amount 
of water evaporated from the pans was compared to the amount of defrost water collected from the evaporator.  The 
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study showed that the wetted surface area inside the refrigerator influenced the cabinet interior humidity levels.  The 
difference between the water collected on the evaporator and the water evaporated in pan could be attributed to the 
water infiltration through the gaskets of the refrigerator. 
Laleman et al. (1992) and Knackstedt et al. (1995) investigated experimentally heat transfer coefficients 
inside refrigerator cabinets during open door operations.  Laleman also examined the effects of shelf geometry on 
open door loads while Knackstedt’s study included flow visualization of the cabinet during open door conditions as 
well as bulk air transport. 
Table 1.4 Least-square fit from Laleman et al. (1992) experimental data 
Configuration Curve fit of data 
Left wall NuH = 0.158RaH
1/ 3  
Right wall NuH = 0.159RaH
1/ 3  
Rear wall NuH = 0.156RaH
1/ 3  
Floor NuH = 0.102RaH
1/ 3  
 
Inan (2000) developed a model to predict refrigerator cabinet heat transfer during open door conditions.  
The model was based on a force balance to determine the fluid flow.  The fluid flow was coupled to the natural 
convection heat transfer of the cabinet.  Inan also developed a model for no-shelf and multi-shelf cases.  Assuming 
validity of the heat-mass transfer analogy, Inan used his model to investigate the effects of humidity on the open 
door load. 
1.2.3 Natural Convection in Open Cavities 
Several authors have investigated natural convection in open cavities.  Clausing (1983) developed an 
empirical model of an isothermal open cavity for solar receivers.  This empirical model was developed for the 






































Hess and Henze (1984) conducted experimental work on open cavities (with an aspect ratio of one) with 
different size apertures.  The back wall was held at a uniform temperature while the top and bottom walls were 
insulated. A laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) system was utilized to measure velocities while qualitative 
temperature profiles were obtained with a wave shearing interferometer.   
Chan and Tien (1985a, 1985b, 1996) studied experimental and numerical work on shallow cavities (with an 
aspect ratio of 0.143) and square cavities.  The back wall was heated at uniform temperature while the top and back 
walls were insulated. As with Henze’s work, Chan and Tien used LDV to measure velocities, but they also used a 
thermoprobe to measure temperature distribution (especially close to the cavity walls).  Results from Chan and 
Tien’s work are summarized in Tables 1.5 and 1.6. 
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Table 1.5 Nusselt number cavity average results from Chan and Tien (1985a) numerical model (H/L=1, Pr = 1) 
Ra 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 
Nu 1.07 3.41 7.69 15.0 28.6 56.8 105 
Table 1.6 Nusselt number cavity average results from Chan and Tien (1985b, 1986) numerical model 
(H/L=0.143, Pr = 7) 
Ra 103 104 105 106 
Nu 0.147 0.616 5.30 15.25 
 
Skok et al. (1991) experimentally and numerically studied open cavities with an aspect ratio of 1.5.  The 
top, bottom, and back plates were held at uniform temperatures.  Water-glycerol mixtures of different compositions 
were used to vary the Rayleigh number.  Results from Skok’s research are summarized in Tables 1.7 and 1.8. 
Table 1.7 Least squares fit to Skok et al. (1991) numerically predicted plate average Nusselt numbers (104 £ Ra 
£ 107) 
Wall Curve fit of data Average deviation of data to curve fit 
Back NuH = 0.10RaH
1/ 3  ± 5% 
Bottom NuH = 0.39RaH
1/ 4  ± 5% 
Top NuH = 0.060RaH
1/ 3  ± 11% 
Table 1.8 Least squares fit to Skok et al. (1991) experimentally predicted plate average Nusselt numbers 
(3.5x104 £ Ra £ 1.2x109) 
Wall Curve fit of data Average deviation of data to curve fit 
Back NuH = 0.086RaH
1/ 3  ± 8% 
Bottom NuH = 0.14RaH
1/ 3  ± 5% 
Top NuH = 0.033RaH
1/ 3  ± 12% 
 
Using both experimental and numerical data, a single correlation for Nusselt number for the cavity average was 
curved fitted for a range of Rayleigh numbers between 104 and 1.2 x 109 (Equation 1.2). 
3/1
Hcav,H Ra087.0Nu =  (1.2) 
 
Penot (1982) and LeQuere et al. (1981) developed a numerical model for an open cavity with the top, 
bottom, and back walls held at a uniform temperature while the sidewalls were insulated.  Results from Penot’s and 
LeQuere’s research are summarized in Tables 1.9 and 1.10.  Both researchers looked at varying Grashof numbers as 
well as angle of inclination.  Penot modeled a square cavity only while LeQuere varied the aspect ratio of the cavity.  
LeQuere developed a curve-fit of the data for a side-facing cavity (Equation 1.3). 
74324.0
cav 10x19.2Ra10x73.0     Ra091.0Nu ££=  (1.3) 
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Table 1.9 Nusselt number cavity average results from Penot et al. (1982) numerical model 
Gr 0 102 103 104 105 106 107 
Nu 1 2 5 11 17 22 24 
Table 1.10 Plate average Nusselt number results from LeQuere et al. (1981) numerical model  
Ra  
104 105 106 107 3x107 
A = 1 
a = 0° 
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Kraabel (1983), based on experimental work, curve fitted data (Equation 1.4) from a sideward facing, cubical cavity 














M.M. Elsayed et al. (1999) conducted a numerical analysis of natural convection in fully open (a = H) tilted 
cavities (see Figure 1.1a).  In the study, the aspect ratio (H/B = 1.0) and the tilt angle ranged from –60° to 90° and 
Grashof numbers from 102 to 105.  The back wall was isothermal while the other walls were adiabatic.  From the 
analysis, a correlation was formed as seen in Equation 1.5. 
























 a) b) 
Figure 1.1 Configuration and geometry: a) M.M Elsayed et al. (1999) numerical analysis; b) W. Chakroun et al. 
(1997) experimental analysis 
The constants A, B, and C were defined based on Equations 1.6a-c. 









5  (1.6b) 





with the constants seen in Table 1.11. 
Table 1.11 Constants from M.M. Elsayed et al. (1999) correlation  
Constant 102 £ Gr £ 104 104 £ Gr £ 105 
a1 0.0293 0.6411 
a2 7.6726e-5 8.4383e-5 
a3 7.4138e-8 -9.9810e-10 
a4 -1.8163e-11 4.4787e-15 
a5 1.6996e-15 0 
a6 -5.7117e-20 0 
b1 48.9355 65.0841 
b2 -9.9058e-3 9.3511e-5 
b3 1.3341e-5 -5.8863e-9 
b4 -3.7212e-9 3.7189e-14 
b5 3.9977e-13 0 
b6 -1.4967e-17 0 
c1 0.7790 1.5012 
c2 3.8559e-5 8.0097e-5 
c3 1.2041e-7 -9.9850e-10 
c4 -3.0425e-11 4.5333e-15 
c5 2.9804e-15 0 
c6 -1.0431e-19 0 
 
W. Chakroun et al. (1997) conducted an experimental analysis of partially/fully opened tilted cavities.  In 
the study, the aspect ratio (AR = H/B) was varied from 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0, while the opening ratio (OR = a/H) varied 
from 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0.  The tilt angle (a) was varied from –90° to 90°.  The top and bottom walls were adiabatic 
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while a constant heat flux was applied to the back walls (see Figure 1.1b).  The heat flux Grashof number was 











=  (1.7) 
All experiments conducted were at a flux Grashof number of approximately GrH
* = 5.5 x 108.  From the 










Nu  (1.8) 
The Nusselt number relation can also be defined based on the height (as seen in Equation 1.9). 
( ) BBH,cav NuB
H
NuARNu ==  (1.9) 
A summary of the constants obtained for Chakroun’s correlation (Equation 1.8) is summarized in Table 1.12. 
Table 1.12 Constants from W. Chakroun et al. (1997) experimental study (for equation 1.8) 
AR = 1 OR = 0.5 
OR a b c AR a b c 
1 298.3 10.250 3.569 1 101.736 3.3117 3.0127 
0.5 101.736 3.3117 3.0127 0.5 150.608 2.3409 4.6465 




















 a) b) 
Figure 1.2 Configuration and geometry: a) R.A. Showole et al. (1993) numerical and experimental analysis b) 
S.S. Cha et al. (1989) experimental analysis 
R.A. Showole et al. (1993) conducted both experimental and numerical analysis of upward-facing inclined 
open cavities.  The aspect ratio (H/w) was varied from 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 while the tilt angle (q) was varied from 0°, 
30°, 45°, and 60°.  The top, back and bottom walls were isothermal (see Figure 1.2a).  The correlations for the cavity 
average Nusselt number for the experimental data can be seen in Table 1.13, while the correlation from the 
numerical data for a tilt angle of 0° can be seen in Equation 1.10 (with a standard deviation of ±7%). 
  Nucav = 0.027Ra
0.414     3.16x104 £ Ra £ 5.0x105  (1.10) 
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Table 1.13 Least-squares fit to R.A. Showole et al. (1993) experimentally predicted cavity average Nusselt 
numbers (104 £ Ra £ 5.0x105) 
Tilt Angle (q) Curve fit of data Standard deviation of data to curve fit 
0° 0.088 Ra0.323 ±10% 
30° 0.018 Ra0.484 ±9% 
45° 0.028 Ra0.442 ±12% 
60° 0.029 Ra0.439 ±15% 
 
S.S. Cha and K.J. Choi (1989) conducted experimental analysis of open cavities with the top, back and 
bottom plates held at a constant temperature. Unlike other investigators, two intermediate temperature strips are 
placed next to the plates (as seen in Figure 1.2b) to provide a gradual temperature change from the inner cavity to 
the adiabatic walls. Holographic techniques were employed to view the temperature profile inside the cavity as well 
as determine the Nusselt number of individual plates and overall cavity (see Table 1.14). 
Table 1.14 Average Nusselt of individual plates and overall cavity (at 0° angle inclination) from S.S. Cha et al. 
(1989) experimental data 
Gr Bottom plate Back plate Top plate Overall 
1.95 x 105 4.90 4.91 3.99 4.60 
3.34 x 105 6.03 6.20 5.07 5.77 
4.82 x 105 6.99 7.86 5.74 6.86 
 
1.2.4 Natural Convection/Mass Transfer in Open Cavities 
Somerscales et al. (1985) conducted tests on various open cylinder cavities based on an electrochemical 
mass transfer technique.  The inner surface of the cavity is made of cathodically polarized copper while copper 
sulphate was used as an electrolyte (with sulpheric acid as a supporting electrolyte).  A copper anode attached to a 
potentiostat was placed in the test apparatus to create a limiting current in order to measure the cathodic deposition 
of copper from the solution to the cavity walls.  A diagram of the test apparatus can be seen in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic of test apparatus (taken directly from Somerscales et al. (1985)) 
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Tests were carried out on various sizes to obtain cavity ratios (D/H) or 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. The cavities were 
also oriented at various angles measured between the axis of the cavity and gravitational vector (see Figure 1.4) of 










Figure 1.4 Open cavity orientation from Somerscales’ (1985) study et al.  (D = diameter of cavity, H = depth of 
cavity, q  = angle of orientation of cavity relative to gravitational force (g)) 
















æq=  (1.11) 







































Ra  (1.12) 
where: 
g:  acceleration due to gravity [981 cm s-2] 
L*:  characteristic dimension of the system (=D for cylindrical cavity) [cm] 
rr:  density of the electrode based on fluid property at Cf 
Cf:  reference condition, which was the film concentration (Cb + Co)/2 (mol cm
-3) 
Cb:  bulk concentration of Cu
++ (mol cm-3) 
C0:  concentration of Cu
++ at cathode (mol cm-3) 
mr:  dynamic viscosity of the electrode based on fluid property at Cf (g cm
-1 s-1) 








a:  specific densification coefficient for CuSO4 [(1/r)¶r/¶C] (cm
3 mol-1) 
a’:  specific densification coefficient for H2SO4 [(1/r)¶r/¶C] (cm
3 mol-1) 
tH
+:  transference number for H+ [-] 
tCu
++: transference number for Cu++ [-] 
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From the experimental data, the exponents K1, K2, m, and n where obtained (see Table 1.15).  Based on the 
experimental data and the correlation, the global standard deviation between the two was determined to be ±5.4. 
Table 1.15 Constants and exponents from Somerscales’ et al.  (1985) study (Equation 1.11) 
Orientation (q) K1 K2 m n 
180° 0.232 0.191 0.280 0.056 
150° 0.233 0.169 0.280 0.056 
135° 0.235 0.126 0.280 0.056 
120° 0.228 0.089 0.280 0.056 
90° 0.215 0.073 0.280 0.056 
 
From the analysis, Somerscales concluded that K1 was a weaker function of q than K2.  Also, it was 
suggested that there were two different flow regimes (q > 135°: flow conditions of type that occur in a vertical 
cavity of q = 180°; 90° > q > 135°: flow conditions of type that occur in horizontal cavity).  Comparisons between 
Equation 1.11 and several authors did not match well due to differences in aspect ratios, shape of cavity, as well as 
the Schmidt number of the fluids in Somerscales’ tests were much larger than the Prandlt number in heat transfer 
test used for comparison. 
Nirdosh and Sedahmed (1995) conducted similar tests to Sommerscale et al. using limiting current for 
cathodic deposition of copper from a solution of copper sulphate/sulphuric acid to measure mass transfer from a 
cylindrical cavity (see Figure 1.5).  Cavity size ranged from 3 to 7 cm. 
 
Figure 1.5 Test apparatus (taken directly from Nirdosh et al. (1995)) 
The data collected on the cubical cavity (with opening facing upward) was curve fitted to obtain Equation 1.13. 
Sh = 0.259 Sc × Gr( )0.3  (1.13) 
This fit was for the condition of 1.37 x 109 < ScGr < 6 x 1010 and had an average deviation of ±8.4.  
Nirdosh and Sedahmed theorized that if the cavity sides where considered to be separate entities, the bottom plate 
would be turbulent while the side plates would be laminar (as seen with the exponent of 0.3 in equation 1.13).  To 
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test this theory, Nirdosh and Sedahmed used the correlation from Lloyd and Moran (1974) to calculate the mass 
transfer from the cavity bottom (Equation 1.14). 
Sh = 0.15 Sc × Gr( )0.33  (1.14) 
For the calculation of the mass transfer of side-walls, Nirdosh and Sedahmed used the correlation from 
Wilke et al. (1953) (Equation 1.15). 
Sh = 0.673 Sc × Gr( )0.25  (1.15) 
When Nirdosh and Sedahmed compared the calculated mass transfer to the experimental, they found that 
the experimental values tended to be higher than the calculated values.  The difference of experimental to calculated 
values for each data point ranged from 1.15 to 32.6%.  They also saw that the differences of experimental to 
calculated values became greater at higher ScGr values.  Sedahmed et al. (1995) extended the previous by 
investigating free convective mass transfer in a cubical open cavity at various positions.  For the experiment, the 
copper anode used to create the limiting current was placed inside the cavity to create a more uniform current.  
Cavities of various lengths and diameters were used to obtain various aspect ratios (L/d) that ranged from 0.29 to 
1.0.  The orientation of the cavities varied from horizontal, vertical with upward facing opening, and vertical with 
downward facing opening.  The characteristic length, Lc, used to calculate the Sherwood and Grashof numbers was 
determined utilizing Equation 1.16. 
L c =
internal cavity area
perimeter projected onto horizontal plane
 (1.16) 
For the horizontal oriented cavity, the characteristic length was determined with Equation 1.17. 
L c =
pdL + pd2 4
2 d + L( )
 (1.17) 
For vertical oriented cavities, the characteristic length was determined with Equation 1.18. 
L c =
pdL + pd2 4
pd
 (1.18) 







g:  acceleration due to gravity [9.81 m s-2] 
Lc:  characteristic dimension of the system [m] 
Dr:  density difference between the bulk and interface solutions [kg m-3] 
ri:  solution density at the interface [kg m
-3] 
n:  kinematic viscosity [m2 s-1] 
The data fit the following forms for each orientation (see Table 1.16). 
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Table 1.16 Correlation of various cavity orientations from Krysa et al. (2000) 
Orientation Curve fit of data Range Average deviation of data to curve fit 
Vertical, upward Sh = 0.257 Sc × Gr( )0.33  7x107< ScGr <6.9x109 ±5.8% 
Horizontal Sh = 0.139 Sc × Gr( )0.33  1.3x108 < ScGr <1x1010 ±3.7% 
Vertical, downward Sh = 0.187 Sc × Gr( )0.297  1x108 < ScGr <1.3x1010 ±5% 
 
Krysa et al. (2000) investigated free convective mass transfer in open cylindrical cavities.   Krysa also 
observed and photographed convection patterns from the open of the cavity utilizing Toepler-Schieren optical 
system.  The experimental apparatus is similar to other investigators, except the anode was placed at a distance 
above the cylindrical cavity (see Figure 1.6). 
 
Figure 1.6 Test apparatus (taken directly from Krysa et al. (2000)) 
Cavities of various aspect ratios (d/H) were utilized (0.64 to 4.15).  The characteristic length of the cylinder 
was determined from Equation 1.16. 




The data collected on the cubical cavity of 23 points fit Equation 1.21. 
  ShL w = 0.559RaLW
0.265
     2x107 < RaL w <1.2x10
10  (1.21) 
Krysa data was compared to Sedahmed et al. (1995) (taking into account characteristic length of 1.20).  
The significant difference between the current data and Sedahmed was determined to be due to the placement of the 
anode.  Krysa stated that Sedahmed’s work does not represent true pure free natural convection in an open cavity 
(since the anode was placed in the cylinder, thus effecting flow).  Krysa also compared data to Somerscales’ et al. 
(1985) correlation (Equation 1.11) (with Sc= 2000 and d/H ratios of 2.0 (Equation 1.22) and 0.5 (Equation 1.23). 
Shd = 0.404Rad
0.28     (for d/H=2.0) (1.22) 
Shd = 0.311Rad
0.28      (for d/H=0.5) (1.23) 
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The data falls close to Equation 1.22 for d/H=2.0, while the data was lower when compared to Equation 1.23 for 
d/H=0.5.  Krysa took Somerscales data and re-plotted using LW of Equation 1.16 for H/d ratios of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 
and showed very good agreement between the correlations.  In another test, a vertical cavity wall with an inactive 
base was used.  The characteristic length was taken in this case as H since the base was not in use.  The least square 
correlation was determined from Equation 1.24. 
  ShH = 0.480RaH
0.265     2x107 < RaH <1.2x10
10  (1.24) 
Krysa suggested that flow is dominated by the side cavity walls since the exponent 0.265 was the same as the 
correlation in Equation 1.21(when all sides were active). 
Finally, Krysa compared the data to other investigators.  Krysa suggested that the discrepancy between data 
is due to the several orders of magnitude difference between the Schmidt number and the Prandlt number.  This 
difference in fluid properties leads to different transitions from laminar to turbulent regime (for air Gr = 4 x 106 – 2 x 
107; for water Gr = 105 - 106; ethylene glycol Gr = 3 x 103 – 1 x 104).  Also for various tests, different aspect ratios 
were used. 
1.2.5 Natural Convection on External Objects 
E.M. Sparrow and M.A. Ansari (1983) conducted tests to investigate multi-dimensional external natural 
convection.  The main rationale for the test was to examine the validity of King’s (1932) rule (Equation 1.25) for 











L*:  characteristic length 
Lv:  horizontal dimension 
Lh:  vertical dimension 
Sparrow and Ansari felt Equation 1.25 was not universal and takes no account of specific features of various 
configurations.  Tests involved a cylinder as seen in Figure 1.7.  The diameter and height of the test apparatus was 
3.119 cm, while the thickness of the polished aluminum parts was 0.635 cm. 
 
Figure 1.7 Test apparatus (taken directly from Sparrow and Ansari (1983)) 
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Three characteristic lengths where examined and from these lengths (Equations 1.26, 1.28 and 1.29), curve fits for 








0.208  (1.27) 
L*( )Lienhard = 2D (1.28) 




0.208  (1.30) 
These fit were then compared to various correlations including from King (1932) (Equation 1.31) and Lienhard 
(1981) (Equation 1.32): 
Nu = 0.55Ra1/4  (1.31) 
Nu = 0.52Ra1/ 4  (1.32) 
It was observed that King’s correlations over-predicted the data characteristic length while the Lienhard’s 
correlation under predicted the data. 
Weber et al. (1984) studied natural convection mass transfer on non-spherical objects.  Weber incorporated 
the limiting current technique to determine the mass transfer rate of deposition of copper from a copper 




perimeter of particle projected onto horizontal plane
 (1.33) 
For data on cones at different orientations (apex angles of 30°, 60°, and 90°), Weber performed a least 
squares fit of data to develop Equation 1.34. 
Sh = Sh0 + 0.665Ra
0.248  (1.34) 






A:  surface area of object 
Ae:  surface area of a sphere having same volume as the object 
Weber least squares fit of the data (for Sc ~ 2 x 103) resulted in Equation 1.36. 
Sh = Sh0 + 0.530Ra
0.256  (1.36) 


















When Equations 1.37 and 1.38 are combined, the results are seen in Equation 1.38. 




Worthington et al. (1987) investigated natural convection heat and mass transfer on horizontally oriented 
cuboids.  Copper cuboids where placed in a 16 dm3 glass-sided tank filled with copper sulphate solution as an 
electrolyte (see Figure 1.8).  A Toepler-Schlieren system was used to view the convection patterns around the test 
object. 
 
Figure 1.8 Test apparatus (taken directly from Worthington et al. (1987)) 
Using the characteristic length from Equation 1.33, Worthington et al. (1987) compared experimental data 
to Weber et al. (1984).  The data was found to lie below Weber’s correlation by about 30%.  Worthington modified 
correlations from Patrick et al. (1977) to include a multiplying factor, f, to represent the lower rate of mass transfer 
from the sides and top surfaces of the cuboids (based on the cuboid shape factors of Figure 1.9).  Worthington’s 
correlation for laminar flow is seen in Equation 1.39 while his correlation for turbulent flow is seen in Equation 
1.40.  Using the modified correlations resulted in a maximum deviation of 8%. 
Shw -Sh0 =
f 0.675 1+ H( )V3 / 4 + 0.321H( )+ 0.161H









R ¢ a w
0.25
 (laminar) (1.39) 
Shw -Sh0 =
0.675f 1+ H( )V3 / 4 + 0.161+ 0.075R ¢ a w1/12( )H









R ¢ a w
0.25





Cuboid shape factors: 
horizontal - H = l/w 
vertical - V = h/w
g
 
Figure 1.9 Nomenclature for cuboid dimensions 
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Worthington et al. (1987) also tried to compare study to heat transfer experiments (using air as the 
medium) on cuboids by modifying Equations 1.39 and 1.40 (results of this modification can be seen in Equations 
1.41 and 1.42). 
Shw -Sh0 =
f 0.675 1+ H( )V3 / 4 + 0.321H( )+ 0.161H









R ¢ a wF Sc( )( )
0.25
 (laminar) (1.41) 
Shw -Sh0 =
0.675f 1+ H( )V3 / 4 + 0.161+ 0.075 R ¢ a wF Sc( )( )
1/12( )H









R ¢ a wF Sc( )( )
0.25
  
 (turbulent) (1.42) 
where: 
































While the Nusselt numbers can be represented by substituting Nu for Sh, Raw for Raw’, and F(Pr) for F(Sc).  The 
results showed that the data fit fairly well for the wide range of Rayleigh numbers. 
Krysa and Wragg (1992) investigated free convective mass transfer of vertical cylinders with varying 
aspect ratios.  The limiting current technique was used to measure the mass transfer with the apparatus seen in 
Figure 1.10. 
 
Figure 1.10 Diagram of test apparatus (taken directly from Krysa and Wragg (1992)) 
Besides testing the whole cylinder (with top and bottom sides), individual sides of the cylinder were tested 
separately.  When compared to the literature of individual downward facing disks (Loomba (1963)), up-ward facing 
disks (Patrick et al. (1975)) and vertical cylindrical surfaces (Wilke et al. (1953)), the agreement was good.  Krysa 
and Wragg also utilized correlations from Loomba (1969), Patrick et al. (1977), and Wilke et al. (1953) to develop a 
















































When Krysa and Wragg (1992) compared Equations 1.45 and 1.46 to the experimental data, it was found 
that the shape and gradient of the two equations were similar, except the predicted rate was systematically higher 
than the experimental data.  Krysa and Wragg suggested that this discrepancy was due in part to flow around the 
vertical and upward facing surface being exposed to the electrolyte solution depleted of copper ions (from being 
exposed to the downward facing surface of the cylinder).  Krysa and Wragg then introduced a multiplying factor, f, 
to take into account the discrepancy.  The multiplying factor was used just for the turbulent flow, so Equation 1.46 
was modified: 
ShL -Sh0 =
f 0.17r RaL( )










0.25  (1.47) 
Comparing Equations 1.45 and 1.47 to Krysa and Wragg’s (1992) experimental data, all but one data point 
was within +5% deviation.  In evaluating the multiplying factor, Krysa and Wragg noted that f depended strongly on 
L/r (length to radius of cylinder) from 0 to 1, and remained fairly constant at L/r values greater than 6.  Equation 
1.47 was then modified to taken into account a curvature effect (F(g)): 
ShL -Sh0 =
f 0.17r RaL( )























1.2.6 Combined Heat/Mass Transfer Investigations 
Kondjoyan and Daudin (1992) used a “psychometric method” to determine heat and mass transfer 
coefficients.  The test apparatus consisted of a closed circuit controlled-environment chamber.  The chamber was 
divided into two sections.  The first section consisted of a heat transfer measurement set-up where a wire suspended 
the cylinder with thermocouples around it.  The second section consisted of a water soaked cylinder suspended by a 
wire attached to a mass balance (that measured loss in mass due to evaporation and due to convection).  The ambient 
air temperature was maintained at 25°C, while the humidity was 20%.  The air velocity was varied from 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 
and 2.0 m/s and the test cylinder diameters varied from 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 m. 
Sun and Marrero (1996) investigated the coupled effects of heat and mass transfer with special emphasis on 
small cylinders.  The experiment consisted of placing water-soaked coal logs in a wind tunnel.  Thermocouples were 
embedded in the surface of the logs.  The log was taken out and measured at three-minute intervals.  The mass of the 
logs and temperature of the logs are recorded.  Results from experiments show that the calculated Nusselt number 
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from convective drying was significantly higher than from heat transfer only.  The correlation obtained from the 
curve fit data is seen in Equation 1.50. 
Nu = 0.59Re0.58  (1.50) 
Re is the Reynolds number (d×V/n) where: 
d:  diameter of cylinders [m] 
V:  air velocity [m2 s-1] 
n:  air kinematic viscosity [m2 s-1] 
From the study, Sun and Marrero stated that the Nusselt number of convective drying was significantly higher than 
the Nusselt number of heat transfer only.  Sun and Marrero introduced the Gukhman number (Equation 1.51) (which 
represents the maximum thermal driving force and accounts for humidity). 
Gu º
T¥ - Twb
T¥  (1.51) 
where: 
Twb:  wet bulb temperature [°C] 
T¥:  ambient air temperature [°C] 
The Gukham number, when included in the correlation of Equation 1.50, produced a correlation that better fit the 
data (Equation 1.52). 
Nu = 0.059Re0.65 Gu-0.44
Sh = 0.049Re0.67 Gu-0.44
 (1.52) 
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Chapter 2. Overview of Experimental Apparatus,  
Procedure and Data Reduction 
2.1 Introduction 
The goal of this experimental work is to measure heat and/or mass transfer in open cavities and on objects.   
This chapter will discuss the experimental test calorimeter cavities and objects developed to simulate cabinets and 
containers.  Then the experimental test procedure will be described.  An explanation of equations used to reduce the 
data as well as various parameters that effect the determination of convective heat transfer coefficient will be 
covered.  Finally, the uncertainty analysis of the data will be discussed. 
2.2 Description of Cavities and Objects Tested 
Test cavities and objects were designed using polished 0.3175 cm 
(1/8 in.) thick 6061-T6 aluminum plates acting as calorimeters to measure the heat transfer coefficient on the walls 
of the cavity.  Two holes were drilled close to the center of each plate at a 45° angle.  Thermocouple wire (25 gauge 
copper-constantan) was inserted in each hole.  Thermal epoxy was placed over the lead wires to hold the 
thermocouple bead in place and ensure good thermal contact between the wire and the plate.  Quick setting epoxy 




aluminum calorimeter plate  
Figure 2.1 Placement of thermocouple in calorimeter plate 
Five cavities were designed with various configurations (see Figure 2.2 a-c).  This allows a wider range of 
Rayleigh numbers (an important non-dimensional parameter for natural convection) to be investigated during 
testing.  The calorimeter plates were bonded to two-inch thick Styrofoam insulation with a thin layer of silicone gel.  
All plates were separated with 0.635 cm (1/4 in.) spacing to ensure no physical contact between plates.  Silicone gel 





 b) c) 
Figure 2.2 Photo of various test cavities 
Table 2.1 Configuration of test cavities 
Cavity Dimensions 
H L W Cavity 
mAL,plates 
(kg) 
(cm) (in.) (cm) (in.) (cm) (in.) 
Aspect 
Ratio (H/L) 
1x5 0.95779 15.24 6 15.24 6 15.24 6 1.0 
4x5 3.83263 30.48 12 30.48 12 30.48 12 1.0 
9x5 8.57828 45.72 18 45.72 18 45.72 18 1.0 
AR=0.5 1.7330 15.24 6 30.48 12 15.24 6 0.5 
AR=2.0 1.5338 30.48 12 15.24 6 15.24 6 2.0 
 
Calorimetered container models were constructed over a size range typical of food packages in a 
refrigerator (see Figure 2.3).  The corners and gaps between plates were sealed with silicone sealant to provide a 
smooth surface.  Thermocouples were epoxied to the interior side of the aluminum plates.  Insulating foam sealant 
was placed in the inside of the object to prevent the thermocouple wires on the surface of the insulation from 
separating due to normal wear and tear. 
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Figure 2.3 Photo of various test objects 
Table 2.2 Configuration of test objects 
Object Dimensions 
H L W Object 
mAL,plates 
(kg) 
(cm) (in.) (cm) (in.) (cm) (in.) 
B 0.4249 15.24 6 7.62 3 7.62 3 
C 0.3729 7.62 3 15.24 6 7.62 3 
D 0.2373 7.62 3 7.62 3 7.62 3 
E 0.9482 15.24 6 15.24 6 15.24 6 
F 1.7266 30.48 12 15.24 6 15.24 6 
G 1.5124 15.24 6 30.48 12 15.24 6 
 
2.3 Experimental Tests 
A series of tests have been designed in which the cavities and objects are either heated or cooled.  For the 
test of heated open cavities, a cover is placed over the opening to seal the cavity from the ambient environment (see 
Figure 2.4).  Incandescent lights are positioned on the inside cover to warm the aluminum plates.  The cover is 
removed when the cavity reaches the desired temperature.  A variety of cavity orientations were also tested (see 
Figure 2.5). 
 































 a) b) c) 
Figure 2.5 Various cavity angles of inclination: a) 0°; b) 45°; c) 90° 
For tests of heated objects, objects are placed in an insulated box where incandescent lights positioned 
throughout the box to warm the inside (see Figure 2.6a).  Fans located on the cavity cover and around the inside of 
the insulated box help circulate air to create uniform plate temperatures.  Once the desired temperature is reached, 
the object is taken out of the insulation box and placed on a Styrofoam platform, which is then laid on the table (see 
Figure 2.6b). 
  
 a) b) 
Figure 2.6 Experimental set-up a) object in “heating box” b) object standing on platform 
For tests of cooled open cavities, a container of liquid nitrogen is placed on a stand inside a cavity and the 
cover is placed over the opening (see Figure 2.7).  For tests of cooled objects, a test object and containers of liquid 
nitrogen are placed in an insulated box (see Figure 2.8).  This liquid nitrogen also dehumidified the air inside, 
freezing moisture from the interior on the walls of the nitrogen container.  Fans inside the insulated box circulate air 
to obtain as uniform plate temperatures as possible.  Once the desired overall temperature is achieved, the cover is 
removed and the object is placed on a Styrofoam platform.  A scale recorded the change in weight of the cavity and 
object due to condensation forming on the plates as time elapses. 
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Figure 2.7 Experimental set-up for test of cooled open cavities 
      
 a) b) 
Figure 2.8 Experimental set-up a) object in “cooling box” b) object and platform on scale 
The desired initial test temperatures ranged from 5°C to -5°C while the surrounding ambient relative 
humidity ranged from 60% to 80%.  The humidity was controlled using three humidifiers (see Figure 2.9a).  The 
humidifiers were placed in a plastic structure that had openings on the top and sides in order to minimize the air 
currents in the room (which could affect the scale readings).  Relative humidity was measured using a dry/web bulb 
apparatus (see Figures 2.9 b).  An electronic humidity sensor was also placed near the dry/wet bulb apparatus for a 
visual comparison. 
Tests were terminated when the time elapsed passed the thermal time constant (tt) for each plate.  The 
thermal time constant is the time a plate takes such that its non-dimensional temperature (q/qi) decays to e
-1 (0.368) 
of its initial values (see Figure 2.10). 
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 a) b) 
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Figure 2.10 Transient temperature profiles for various different time constants 











2.4 Data Reduction Analysis 
2.4.1 Calorimeter Plate Energy Model 
Each aluminum plate on the test cavities and objects can be considered a calorimeter with conduction, 












Figure 2.11 Schematic of heat transfer modes on aluminum calorimeter plate 
A transient technique used by Clausing et al. (1987), Laleman et al. (1992), and Knackstedt et al. (1995) 
was incorporated to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient. Because a lumped capacitance model was 
assumed, the following condition (as seen in Equation 2.2) must hold for errors to be small due to low temperature 




Bi c <=  (2.2) 
where: 
h: heat transfer coefficient of various modes on plate (convective and/or radiation) [W/m2-K] 
Lc: characteristic length of plate (taken as the thickness of plate) [m] 













Figure 2.12 Effects of Biot number on temperature profile of solid due to convection 
The Biot number for the series of tests conducted was estimated around 2x10-4 (where the estimated heat transfer 



























-»  (2.3) 





cm +++=  (2.4) 
The convective heat transfer is determined using Equation 2.5. 
( )plateambplateconvconv TTAhq -=  (2.5) 
The heat transfer associated with the mass transfer from the ambient air condensing on the plates is characterized in 
Equation 2.6. 
( )plateambplatefgmassmass CCAhhq -=  (2.6) 
The mass transfer coefficient can be related to the convective heat transfer through the heat/mass transfer 








=  (2.7) 
2.4.2 Radiative Modeling of Calorimeter Plates 
For the radiation term in the energy balance equation, the ambient surrounding is treated as a blackbody 
surface while the aluminum plates are assumed to be diffuse, gray surfaces.  The net radiation transfer rate for each 












q  (note: F1-2 is Fij) (2.8) 
The radiosity (Ji) is determined from solving the simultaneous set of equations for each surface (see Equation 2.9). 









å  (2.9) 





dA1dA2A2òA1ò = A2F2-1  (2.10) 
Ehlert et al. (1993) numerically solved for the view factor by utilizing Equation 2.11. 
A1F1-2 = -1( )












å  (2.11) 
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For perpendicular plates (see Figure 2.13a), Ehlert used Equation 2.12 to solve for G(xi,yj,hk,xl). 
( )( )
( )












































G  (2.12) 
For parallel plates (see Figure 2.13b), Ehlert used Equation 2.13 to solve for G(xi,yj,hk,xl). 
( ) ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]


























































































































 a) b) 
Figure 2.13 Radiative view factor arrangements a) perpendicular plates b) parallel plates 
In general for an object on a surface, the view factor must be utilize to calculate the radiative interaction 
between the vertical wall, base and ambient (see Figure 2.14).  Because the Styrofoam base emissivity is close to 1.0 
as well as its temperature close to ambient, the side-walls are assume to see only the ambient surroundings.  The net 
radiation transfer rate for each plate on the objects is determined using Equation 2.14. 
( )4plate4ambsurfrad TTAq -es=  (2.14) 
The emissivity of the aluminum plates is assumed to be 0.1 (worse case for smooth, polished aluminum that 









Figure 2.14 Radiation interactions between side-wall of object, Styrofoam base, and ambient 
Clausing (1983) in his research took from published emissivity data for polished 6061-T6 aluminum plates 
and approximated the value as using Equation 2.15. 
( ) plate15 TK10604.0 --´+=e  (2.15) 
Table 2.3 Emissivity values for aluminum taken from Thermal Radiative Transfer and Properties (Brewster 
(1992)) 
Aluminum 300K 500K 800K 1600K 
Smooth, polished 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.19 
Smooth, oxidized 0.11 0.12 0.18  
Rough, oxidized 0.2 0.3   
Anodized 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.3 
 
2.4.3 Styrofoam Conduction Modeling 





Previous investigators have handled the conduction from the calorimeter plates to the insulation differently.  
Laleman et al. (1992) in his study of sensible and latent energy loading on a refrigerator during open door conditions 
designed a simulation to determine the energy loss from the aluminum plates through the insulation.  From the 
simulation, an average of 10% of the energy gain to the aluminum plate was from the insulated refrigerator wall, and 
this correction was accounted for in the data reduction.  Williams et al. (1994), when looking at natural convection 
heat transfer in a refrigerator during closed door conditions, conducted steady state tests using foil heaters to 
maintain the same temperature of the aluminum plate and the steel skin, thus the conduction was considered 
negligible.  Knackstedt et al. (1995) in his study of convective and mass transfer in residential refrigerators during 







q -=  (2.17) 
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A transient 1-D finite difference method was developed in this investigation to estimate the energy storage 
effects of the insulation based on the experimental aluminum plate and insulation temperatures.  A schematic of the 
conduction model can be seen in Figure 2.15.  The numerical simulation allows the foam conduction effect to be 








Figure 2.15 Schematic of nodal network used to examine thermal effects in insulation 
The properties of aluminum, silicone adhesive/sealant Styrofoam insulation was used in the equations (see Table 
2.4). 
Table 2.4 Properties of aluminum plate (Laleman et al. (1992) Styrofoam insulation (Williams et al. (1994)) and 
silicone adhesive sealant (Dow Corning (2002), Matweb (2002)) 
Property aluminum Styrofoam insulation silicone adhesive/sealant 
Dx 0.003175 m 0.004838 m 0.00100 m (est.) 
cp 876 J/kg-K 1500 J/kg-K 1130 J/kg-K 
r 2707 kg/m3 24 kg/m3 1030 kg/m3 
k 157.5 W/m-K 0.027 W/m-K 0.19 W/m-K 
 
m m+1m-1







Figure 2.16 Control surface for internal Styrofoam node of test object (with conduction from adjacent Styrofoam 
nodes) 
For the interior of the insulation, the explicit finite-difference equations derived for nodes 1 through N-1 is 

































- ++-  (2.18) 
Rearranging the terms to solve for the temperature of nodes 1 through N-1 at the future time step results in Equation 
2.19. 
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Figure 2.17 Control surface for internal Styrofoam node of test cavity (with conduction from adjacent Styrofoam 
node and adjacent aluminum node) 
For the part of the insulation adjacent to the aluminum plate, the explicit finite-difference equations derived 
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The temperature gradient through the plate is assumed negligible (due to low Biot numbers), thus the plate 
resistance is not accounted for in the resistance network.  The stability criteria associated with Equation 2.22 is seen 















£D  (2.24) 
























=  (2.25) 
Numerical simulations were performed from the start of a test (while the temperature of the plates were 
being conditioned), to the very end of testing (while the cavity/object was cooling down or warming up after being 
exposed to the ambient).  
Using equations for the energy balance, the only variable needed to solve for the convective heat transfer 
coefficient is dT/dt, which was determined experimentally.  Temperature of the plates was measured at either ten or 
thirty-second intervals (based on Dtcrit determined from insulation simulation).  Transient change of plate 
temperatures was based on least squares curve fit of data points ahead of and behind each point. 
2.4.4 Non-dimensional Parameters 
The Nusselt number is a dimensionless ratio comparing the convective heat transfer to that of a conducting 





Once the mass transfer rate is determined (if moisture forms on the plates) by the heat/mass transfer analogy, the 























The film temperature is used to determine the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient (with air treated as perfect 





















 (Note that film temperature must be in Kelvin) (2.30) 
For tests cooling the cavity or object, the Rayleigh number can be modified to take into account concentration 
effects (Equation 2.31). 










































*  (2.32) 
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In this study, as similar to Laleman’s (1992) for Equation 2.31, the mass concentration difference buoyancy effect 
averaged 5-7% of the temperature effect, so the Rayleigh number of Equation 2.28 is used. 
Lc is the characteristic height of the cavity or the object.  For the cavity, Lc is determined as the height.  For 




perimeter of particle projected onto horizontal plane
=
w × l + 2 × h × l + 2 × h × w








Figure 2.18 Schematic of typical object dimensions 
2.5 Data Analysis Assessment 
2.5.1 Assessment of Heat Transfer Modes 
Determination of the convection coefficient is dependent on assumptions related to convection, radiation 
and conduction heat transfers.  This section discusses the magnitude of these effects and their impact on the 
convection coefficient. 
During tests, the amount of heat transfer from each mode on the aluminum plate (conduction, radiation, and 
convection) can be plotted during the run (see Figure 2.19a). The relative contributions of each mode can be seen in 
Figure 2.19b.  On average, conduction and radiation typically each contribute to 8-20% of the overall heat transfer 
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 a) b) 
Figure 2.19 Analysis of heated cavity test run (1-plate per wall) a) heat transfer rate; b) percentage of each heat 
transfer mode 
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If conduction and radiation terms were assumed to be negligible, then the energy balance around the 





= hconvAplate Tamb - Tplate( ) (2.34) 
The convective heat transfer coefficient determined from Equation 2.34 is compared to the heat transfer coefficient 
determined by taking into account radiation and conduction modes (see Figure 2.20a-b).  When radiation and 
















































Time (s)  
 a) b) 
Figure 2.20 Heat transfer coefficient a) conduction and radiation modes taken into account; b) no conduction and 
radiation modes 
2.5.2 Radiative Modes 
Variation of emissivity to determine the sensitivity of the convective heat transfer coefficient is examined 
in this section. Figure 2.21a-b shows the radiation heat transfer rate with varying emissivity for a test run for the top 
and bottom plate (1-plate per wall cavity at 0° orientation with initial plate temperature of 80°C).  The top and 
bottom plates represent two temperature extremes in the cavity during the testing, since the bottom plate dissipates 
heat the fastest while the top plate dissipates heat the slowest.  As the emissivity is varied, the radiative heat transfer 
is affected greatly.  This variation in heat transfer is more pronounced for the top plate then the bottom plate as the 
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 a) b) 
Figure 2.21 Radiative heat transfer rate based on variation in aluminum plate emissivity; a) plate 1 (top plate) b) 
plate 2 (bottom plate) 
Once the radiative heat transfer is determined (along with the conduction heat transfer), the convective heat 
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 a) b) 
Figure 2.22 Convective heat transfer rate based on variation in aluminum plate emissivity; a) plate 1 (top plate) 
b) plate 2 (bottom plate) 
The variation in the heat transfer coefficient for various emissivities when compared to an assumed emissivity value 
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 a) b) 
Figure 2.23 Convective heat transfer coefficient based on variation in aluminum plate emissivity a) plate 1 (top 
plate) b) plate 2 (bottom plate) 
The variation for plate 1 (the top plate) and plate 2 (the bottom plate) are seen in Figure 2.24a-b.  The most likely 
range for the emissivity on the plate is in the range of ~ 0.05 < e < 0.15, with variations from emissivity ?set at 0.1 
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 a) b) 
Figure 2.24 Variation between heat transfer coefficients with different plate emissivities a) plate 1 (top plate) b) 
plate 2 (bottom plate) 
2.5.3 Conduction from Aluminum Plates through Insulation 
















































































 a) b) 
Figure 2.25 Temperature profiles of insulation a) initial warming of object in heating box b) start of testing for 
object taken out of heating box and placed in ambient air 
The convective heat transfer coefficient was determined in two manners by using 1-D steady conduction 
approximation (as used by Knackstedt (1995)) and the numerical simulation model developed in this work (see 
Figure 2.26).  On average for the tests, the difference between the two methods was 5% for the initial portion of a 
test, to 15% at the end of a test.  The numerical model is assumed to more accurately portray the effects of the local 



























Time (s)  
Figure 2.26 Comparison of convective heat transfer determined from 1-D steady conduction approximation and 
numerical simulation model 
2.5.4 Spatial Variation of Plate Temperatures during Tests 
Unlike other investigators of natural convection in open cavities, where plate temperatures are maintained 
with film heaters, the current testing involves heating aluminum plates and allowing them to cool in a transient 
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process.  While the plates initially are fairly close in temperature, as the cavity cools (or warms), the plate 
temperatures vary (see Figure 2.27 a-b).  The variation of plate temperatures occurs because the local heat transfer 
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 a) b) 
Figure 2.27 Temperature profile for cavity test runs at 0° orientation (1-plate per wall cavity) a) initial plate 
temperature ~ 50°C; b) initial plate temperature ~ 80°C 
For 0° cavity orientation (horizontal facing cavity), the difference in maximum and minimum plate 
temperatures can be seen in Figure 2.28.  During a test, the maximum plate difference rises to a peak, and then falls 
off.  The greatest plate difference was seen in the 4-plate per wall and 9-plate per wall cavities at an initial plate 
temperature greater than 70°C.  The leading edge plates where air flows into the cavity accounts for the largest 
temperature deviations from the cavity average temperature. 
The variation of Rayleigh number for the experiments will primarily be due to changes in cavity 
dimensions.  During a given test, as the plate temperature changes, the variation in Rayleigh number (based on the 
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Figure 2.28 Difference in maximum and minimum plate temperature in various test cavities during test run 
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×100  (2.36) 
where during a test at a given data point: 
Raavg: Rayleigh number based on the average cavity temperature  
Ramax: Rayleigh number based on the maximum plate temperature 
Ramin: Rayleigh number based on the minimum plate temperature 
 
For the 1-plate per wall cavity, there is no apparent difference between the curves for the maximum and 
minimum temperatures.  For the 4-plate per wall cavity, the percent difference seems to be similar for the maximum 
plate temperature (for both initial temperatures of 50°C and 80°C), as well as for the minimum plate temperature.  
Differences in temperatures between plates at the start of a test can be as large as 1.5°C.  As the 
temperature of the cavity or object cools/warms, the temperatures can vary even more (based on different 
cooling/warming rates of each aluminum plate).  To quantify the spatial temperature deviation of a cavity or object, 
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 a) b) 
Figure 2.29 Variation in Rayleigh number of average cavity temperature and minimum/maximum plate 
temperature for 0° cavity orientation a) 1-plate wall cavity test data b) 4-plate wall cavity test data 
Gt is the ratio of the difference between maximum and minimum plate temperature relative to the driving force 
potential for natural convection (the temperature difference between the cavity/object average temperature and the 
ambient temperature). 
Variation of Gt for a variety of test conditions is shown in Figure 2.30.  The tests show that data collected 
within the first 1000 seconds result in Gt less than 0.3 to 0.4 ratios of cavity temperature variation to cavity 
temperature driving potential.  As will be discussed later, a series of experiments with similar cavity temperature 
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driving potentials, but different levels of Gt are compared.  The importance of this parameter will allow non-
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Figure 2.30 Parameter Gt during test runs of 0° cavity orientation 
2.6 Uncertainty Analysis of Data 
Moffat (1985) illustrated the importance of uncertainty analysis for experiments.  His example consisted of 
an experiment to measure convective heat transfer coefficient from a heated rod (see Figure 2.31) over a range of 
velocities. 
 
Figure 2.31 Figure of test specimen analyzed by Moffat in uncertainty analysis of experiment (taken directly 
from Moffat (1985)) 
Two techniques are examined for this experiment.  The first method consists of a steady-state test (where 
the rod is maintained at a constant temperature due to power supplied).  The second method is a transient test, where 
the rod is heated to a certain temperature then placed into the flow (where the rod thermally decays).  For the 
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where: 
A: heat transfer area 
  c : specific heat of test specimen 
D: specimen cylinder diameter 
h: heat transfer coefficient 
Ke: effective end conductance 
M: mass of test specimen 
T: temperature on heat transfer surface (assumed uniformed) 
Tm: effective mean temperature for radiation 
Tw: temperature of enclosure walls 
T¥: ambient air temperature 
W: power supplied to specimen 
q: time 
s: Stefan-Boltzman constant 
e: emissivity of test specimen 
 


















































The following parameters used for Moffat’s (1985) uncertainty analysis can be seen in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5 Uncertainty estimates associated with Moffat’s (1985) experimental error analysis 
Steady State Transient 
dW = 0.5 W dt = 0.0025 
dD = 0.025 mm dM = 0.001 kg 
dL = 0.125 mm d  c  = 0.004 kJ/kgC 
dT = 0.2 °C dD = 0.025 mm 
 dL = 0.125 mm 
 
The results for the two techniques can be seen in Figure 2.32.  For the transient method, the relative 
uncertainty at low heat transfer coefficient is primarily due to the power (W).  Since the uncertainty associated with 
the power was estimated as a value (not a percent of the measurement), low power output will result in larger 
relative uncertainty of heat transfer coefficient.  At higher heat transfer coefficient values, larger amounts of power 
is required to maintain constant temperature, so the relative uncertainty is less. 
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Figure 2.32 Comparison of uncertainty intervals of steady-state and transient method (taken directly from Moffat 
(1985)) 
Unlike Moffat (1985) who simplified and linearized his relation, the full equation was used to determine 
the uncertainty of these experiments (to take into account radiation and conduction).  The uncertainty analysis of the 





































R: given function of an independent variables R = R(v1, v2, ………, vn) 
v: independent variable 
w: uncertainty associated with that independent variable 
 
A computer code utilizing Engineering Equation Solver (Klein and Alvarado (2003)) was used to 
determine the relative uncertainty of various resulting calculations using the uncertainty of various measurements 
and parameters (see Table 2.6).  A summary of the uncertainty results can be seen in Table 2.7.  The relative 
uncertainty of the convective heat transfer coefficient and the Nusselt number was examined at the beginning of the 
test and at the end (at the thermal time constant).  Generally, tests operated at higher object/cavity temperatures had 
a lower relative uncertainty for convective heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number because of the uncertainty 
associated with the temperature drops as the temperature increases (as seen with Moffat’s (1985) study of the 
transient case with the power).  This can be especially seen when comparing values at the beginning and end of the 
test (where the object/cavity temperature drops relatively close to the ambient temperature). 
Table 2.6 Uncertainty of various measurements and parameters from current experimental tests 
Variable Uncertainty 
Dimensions (length, width, height) ±2 mm 
Temperature 
(special limit of error - above 0°C) 
greater of 0.5 C or 0.75% 
Scale reading ±0.1 g 
Time (clock reading) 0.01% of elapsed time 
Plate emissivity 10% 
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Table 2.7 Results from uncertainty analysis of current experimental tests 
 Relative uncertainty 
beginning of test 
Relative uncertainty 
at time constant t 
hconv 3.3% to 7.8% 7.5% to 24.0% 
Nu 2.7% to 6.9% 7.2% to 24.0% 
Ra 3.2 to 4.8% 3.8% to 9.0% 
jmass,exp 1.5% to 6.6% - 
 
The cavity/object temperatures (in determining dT/dt) generally contributed to a larger percentage of the 
relative uncertainty of various determined values in Table 2.7.  The number of points used to determine the rate of 
change of temperature was varied to see how this influences the uncertainty of convective heat transfer coefficient 
(see Table 2.8).  Because the temperatures in the range of data points are quite linear, varying the number (in the 
range looked at in Table 2.8) resulted in very little change in determining convective heat transfer coefficient 
(change typically ranged 0.03). 
Table 2.8 Relative uncertainty of convective heat transfer coefficient for varied number of data points used to 
determine dT/dt 
No. data points 
used for dT/dt 
Object E 
(test started at 70°C) 
Object E 
(test started at 50°C) 
5 24.8% 21.0% 
7 14.9% 12.8 
9 10.3% 9.1% 
11 7.8% 7.1% 
 
The relative uncertainty of mass flux experimentally determined from the scale reading can be seen in 
Table 2.7.  The mass measured on the scale generally contributed more to the uncertainty of the mass flux of than 
the plate dimensions. 
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Chapter 3. Results from Test of Heated Open Cavities 
3.1 Introduction 
The work of this chapter includes the experimental investigation of heated open cavities.  The primary 
purpose of these tests was to establish the viability of test techniques.  The criteria for how much of the data from 
each test run will be used in the overall plotting of the cavity average Nusselt versus Rayleigh number is also 
discussed.  The experimental results are compared to various angle orientations, aspect ratios and other 
investigators’ results.  Wall and local heat transfer coefficients will also be discussed. 
3.2 Plate Temperature Characteristics 
During the heated open cavity test, once the cover is removed, the temperature of the cavity will continue 
to decrease until it reaches the ambient temperature.  Even with different initial starting temperatures, when the 
cavity temperatures are non-dimensionalized with q/qi (equation 3.1), the response looks similar (see Figure 3.1a-b).  
Typical thermal time constants for these tests range from 1600 s to 1800 s (26.7 min to 30 min).  Long thermal time 


















































 a) b) 
Figure 3.1 Transient temperature response of cavity (0° orientation) during test of heated open cavities a) 1-plate 
per wall cavity b) 4-plate per wall cavity 
With relatively long thermal response times, the temperature change in the cavity could be treated as a 
quasi-steady in relation to the convective heat transfer coefficient.  For the 1-plate per wall cavity (at 0° orientation), 
the convective heat transfer coefficient at various initial temperatures was plotted versus the temperature difference 
of the cavity plates and the ambient air (see Figure 3.2a-e).  The figures show that the convective heat transfer 
coefficients overlap for tests conducted at various temperatures.  For example, a test with an initial temperature of 
80°C has similar convective heat transfer coefficient when cooled to an average temperature equivalent to a cavity 
with an initial temperature of 50°C, 60°C, and 70°C. 
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For the cavity average, the convective heat transfer coefficients as well the isothermal deviation parameter 
(Gt) can be seen in Figure 3.3a-b.  Plate 1 (top plate) with an initial temperature of 80°C, as it cools, tends to be 
slightly greater than the convective heat transfer coefficient at the same plate temperature difference to the ambient 
as other tests with lower initial temperatures.  For the other plates and the cavity average, the results show that they 
under-predict the convective heat transfer coefficients.  The difference in convective heat transfer between the initial 
data point at 50°C, 60°C, and 70°C to 80°C at the same cavity/plate temperature to the ambient (as well was 
difference in Gt) can be seen in Table 3.1.  Differences in Gt range from 0.097 to 0.290 results in variations of 

























































































































































































Figure 3.2 Convective heat transfer coefficient determined from 1-plate per wall cavity test (varying initial plate 



































































 a) b) 
Figure 3.3 Results from 1-plate per wall cavity test (varying initial temperatures) a) convective heat transfer 
coefficient b) spatial temperature deviation parameter 
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Table 3.1 Tabulated results from comparing heat transfer coefficients with varying levels of the spatial 
temperature deviation parameter 

















70 3.76 3.73 0.03 0.80% 0.018 0.115 
60 3.59 3.42 0.17 4.74% 0.023 0.212 
cavity 
average 
50 3.46 3.20 0.26 7.51% 0.032 0.313 
70 2.40 2.54 -0.14 -5.83% 0.018 0.157 
60 2.29 2.46 -0.17 -7.42% 0.023 0.276 
plate 1 
(top) 
50 2.21 2.35 -0.14 -6.33% 0.032 0.382 
70 4.86 4.84 0.02 0.41% 0.018 0.092 
60 4.56 4.42 0.14 3.07% 0.023 0.184 
plate 2 
(bottom) 
50 4.45 4.09 0.36 8.09% 0.032 0.276 
70 4.09 4.04 0.05 1.22% 0.018 0.106 
60 3.93 3.68 0.25 6.36% 0.023 0.198 
plate 3 
(right wall) 
50 3.79 3.37 0.42 11.08% 0.032 0.304 
70 3.95 3.93 0.02 0.51% 0.018 0.111 
60 3.76 3.65 0.11 2.93% 0.023 0.207 
plate 4 
(left wall) 
50 3.62 3.40 0.22 6.08% 0.032 0.304 
70 3.65 3.59 0.06 1.64% 0.018 0.115 
60 3.48 3.29 0.19 5.46% 0.023 0.221 
plate 5 
(back wall) 
50 3.26 3.07 0.19 5.83% 0.032 0.322 
 





























































































































 c) d) 
Figure 3.4 Cavity average convective heat transfer coefficient determined from testing (varying initial 
temperatures) at 0° orientation a) 4-plate per wall cavity b) 9-plate per wall cavity c) cavity with aspect ratio of 
0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
The main criteria for choosing the length of data from each test to use for the Nusselt versus Rayleigh 
number can be primarily based on Gt.  A plot of q/qi and Gt for some typical test runs at different cavity orientations 
can be seen in Figure 3.5 a-b.  The plate temperatures at the 90° orientation did not vary as much during the test as 
with an orientation of 0°, so Gt  was generally lower (less than 0.2 for most of the test run).  As the plate 
temperatures cool to values relatively close to the ambient temperature, numerical fluctuations occur in calculating 
convective heat transfer coefficient.  Because of these numerical fluctuations (also the high relative uncertainty of 
convective heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt around the time constant as seen in Section 3.4), a cut-off value of 
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 a) b) 
Figure 3.5 Ratio of q/qi and Gt for 1-plate per wall cavity with initial cavity temperature of 80°C a) 0° orientation 
b) 90° orientation 
3.3 Cavity Average Nusselt Number 
Comparisons of experimentally determined cavity average Nusselt numbers between different orientations 
can be see in Figure 3.6a for the range of Rayleigh numbers tested.  From the figure it appears that the 45° 
orientation produces slightly higher Nusselt values than the 0° and 90° orientation.  This trend was also seen in 
Showole et al. (1993) experimental study when a cavity was rotated at various angles.  A least square fit to the 
experimental data is determined in the form as seen in Equation 3.1. 
NuH = C × RaH
1/ 3  3.1 
The standard deviation (Equation 3.2), average deviation (Equation 3.3) and the experimental data are shown in 
Table 3.2.  The average difference between 0° and 45°/90° angle of inclination is also presented.  This shows that 
difference between 0° and 45° angle of inclination can be attributed to more than error since the deviation of the 
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of data  
to curve fit 
Average 
deviation 








of data to 0° 
curve fit 
0°   NuH = 0.091RaH
1/ 3  ±1.72 4.67% - - 
45°   NuH = 0.105RaH
1/ 3  ±1.22 2.86% ±6.49 15.94% 
90°   NuH = 0.093RaH
1/ 3  ±1.25 2.22% ±1.46 2.39% 
 
Test cavities with aspect ratios of 0.5 and 2.0 were also tested at 0° orientation to compare to the cavity 
with an aspect ratio of 1.0 (see Figure 3.6b).  The standard deviation and average deviation of the data with aspect 
ratios of 0.5 and 2.0 to the curve fit of the aspect ratio of 1.0 is shown in Table 3.3. 
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 a) b) 
Figure 3.6 Cavity average Nusselt number for test data a) various orientations b) various aspect ratios at 0° angle 
of inclination 




of data to 0° curve fit 
Average deviation 
of data to 0° curve fit 
0.5 ±2.39 11.58% 
2.0 ±1.69 4.61% 
 
The cavity average Nusselt number for various angles of inclination (0°, 45°, and 90°) was compared to 
other investigators, and the results can be seen in Figure 3.7 through 3.9.  Ranges in aspect ratio for studies of 0.143, 
1.0 and 1.5 are shown as well as a range of Rayleigh numbers investigated.  For LeQuere et al. (1981), Skok et al. 
(1991), Penot (1982), Kraabel (1983), Cha & Choi (1989), and Showole et al. (1993), the cavity used in experiments 
or models had top, bottom and back wall heated while the side-walls were adiabatic.  In Chan & Tien (1985a, 
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1985b, 1986) and Elsaysed et al. (1999) numerical models, the back wall was heated, while the other walls were 
adiabatic.  The present study is different since all walls are heated and a transient technique is used to determine the 
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 b) c) 
Figure 3.7 Cavity average Nusselt number (present study and other investigators) for various angles of 
inclination a) 0° b) 45° c) 90° 
3.4 Wall Average Nusselt Number 
Experimentally determined wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients and Nusselt numbers were 
compared at various angles of inclination.  For cavities with multiple plates making up a wall, the plate temperatures 
were averaged.  The wall average Nusselt numbers were not only compared to one another, but also compared to 
other investigators work. 
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3.4.1 Wall Average Nusselt Number of Cavities with Aspect Ratio of One (0° orientation) 
For 0° orientation for cavities with an aspect ratio of one, a visual graph showing the convective heat 
transfer coefficient for the wall averages can be seen in Figure 3.8.  Wall two (floor) shows the highest coefficients 
while wall one (ceiling) shows the lowest.  The left, right, and back walls show similar coefficients.  The relatively 
low values for the ceiling could be contributed to air that was warmed from the surrounding bottom and side walls.  
The wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients slightly decreased as the cavity size increases.  The trend can 
be seen in all three-sized cavities (aspect ratio one) for each given wall.  This could be associated with a larger 
thermal boundary layer that forms as the length of those walls increase from the leading edge, thus lowering 
convective heat transfer coefficient. 
 
 a) b) c) 
Figure 3.8 Wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients for 0° orientation cavity (aspect ratio of one) a) 1-
plate per wall b) 4-plate per wall c) 9-plate per wall 
The wall average Nusselt number for the test cavities with an aspect ratio of one at 0° angle of inclination 
can be seen in Figure 3.9.  The least squares curve fit of the experimental data as well as the standard deviation and 
average deviation can be seen in Table 3.4. 
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Figure 3.9 Wall average Nusselt number for various test cavities (aspect ratio of one) with 0° angle of inclination 
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Table 3.4 Wall average Nusselt number correlations (aspect ratio one; 0° angle of inclination) 
Wall Curve fit of data Standard deviation of data to curve fit 
Average deviation 
of data to curve fit 
1 (Ceiling)   Nu = 0.061Ra1/ 3  ±0.58 2.25% 
2 (Floor)   Nu = 0.114Ra1/ 3  ±2.58 5.94% 
3 (Left Wall)   Nu = 0.094Ra1/ 3  ±2.72 7.34% 
4 (Right Wall)   Nu = 0.096Ra1/ 3  ±2.06 5.07% 
5 (Back Wall)   Nu = 0.095Ra1/ 3  ±1.78 3.42% 
 
For the top wall, the present experimental data was compared to LeQuere et al. (1981), Skok et al. (1991) 
and McAdams (1954) empirical correlation for free convection for immersed horizontal plate (hot surface facing 
down) (Equation 3.4). 
  
NuLc = 0.27RaL c
1/ 4
105 £ RaL c £10
10
 3.4 






Skok et al. (1991) suggested characteristic length (Equation 3.6) for the cavity surface attempts to take into account 
that free flow is restricted to the front edge of the cavity (in Equation 3.5), the plate is assumed to have fluid flowing 
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The empirical correlation for a horizontal plate is in good agreement with the experimental data in the 
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Figure 3.10 Wall average Nusselt number for top wall of test cavities (aspect ratio of one) 
with 0° angle of inclination (present study and other investigators) 
For the bottom wall, the present experimental data was compared to LeQuere et al. (1981), Skok et al. 
(1991) and McAdams (1954) empirical correlation for free convection for immersed horizontal plate (hot surface 
facing up) (Equations 3.10 and 3.11). 
  
NuLc = 0.54RaL c
1/ 4




NuL c = 0.15RaL c
1/ 3
107 £ RaLc £10
11
 3.11 
Utilizing Equations 3.7 through 3.8 to substitute for Equation 3.10 and 3.11, the resulting correlations are seen in 





























































Good agreement is seen between the experimental data and the other investigators in the Rayleigh number 
range were they overlap (see Figure 3.11).  Better overall agreement than with the top wall could be due to the air 
initially entering the cavity through the bottom wall, so differences in cavity dimensions (which could cause 
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Figure 3.11 Wall average Nusselt number for bottom wall of test cavities (aspect ratio of one) with 0° angle of 
inclination (Present study and other investigators) 
For the back and side walls, the present experimental was compared to LeQuere et al. (1981), Skok et al. 
(1991), Chan et al. (1985), and Churchill and Chu (1975) correlation (Equation 3.13) for a vertical plate. 
NuH = 0.825 +
0.387RaH
1/ 6













Good agreement is seen between the experimental data and Skok’s et al. (1991) best fit to numerical as 
well as LeQuere (1981) numerical prediction in the Rayleigh number range where they overlap (see Figure 3.12).  
The Churchill & Chu (1975) correlation tends to predict higher values than the present experimental data.  This 
could be result of the restriction of air-flow of the top and bottom walls on the side/back walls in the cavity, 
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Figure 3.12 Wall average Nusselt number for side walls and back wall of test cavities (aspect ratio of one) with 
0° angle of inclination (present study and other investigators) 
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3.4.2 Wall Average Nusselt Number of Cavities with Aspect Ratio of One (45° orientation) 
For 45° orientation for cavities with an aspect ratio of one, a visual graph showing the convective heat 
transfer coefficient for the wall averages can be seen in Figure 3.13.  Wall two and five (the back wall and floor) 
have the highest heat transfer (and are similar) while wall one (ceiling) has the lowest value.  Wall three and four 
(right and left wall) have similar values also (based on symmetry).  Showole et al. (1993) showed similar trends with 
the back and bottom walls at relatively similar Nusselt number while the top wall has a significantly lower Nusselt 
number (see Table 3.5). 
 
 a) b) c) 
Figure 3.13 Wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients for 45° orientation cavity (aspect ratio of one) a) 
1-plate per wall b) 4-plate per wall c) 9-plate per wall 
Table 3.5 Average Nusselt number for Showole et al. (1993) experimental study (aspect ratio of one, Ra =5 x 105) 
Wall 45° 90° 
1 5.84 (top wall) 5.25 (vertical wall) 
2 9.38 (back wall) 5.70 (vertical wall) 
3 9.99 (bottom wall) 9.98 (base wall) 
 
The wall average Nusselt number for the test cavities at 45° angle of inclination can be seen in Figure 3.14.  
The least squares curve fit of the experimental data as well as the standard deviation and average deviation can be 
seen in Table 3.6. 
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Figure 3.14 Wall average Nusselt number for various test cavities with 45° angle of inclination (cavities with 
aspect ratio of one) 
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Table 3.6 Wall average Nusselt number correlations (aspect ratio one; 45° angle of inclination) 
Wall Curve fit of data Standard deviation of data to curve fit 
Average deviation 
of data to curve fit 
1 3/1Ra076.0Nu =  ±0.65 1.95% 
2 3/1Ra121.0Nu =  ±1.86 3.78% 
3 3/1Ra107.0Nu =  ±1.15 2.42% 
4 3/1Ra105.0Nu =  ±1.14 2.65% 
5 3/1Ra120.0Nu =  ±1.54 3.14% 
 
3.4.3 Wall Average Nusselt Number of Cavities with Aspect Ratio of One (90° orientation) 
For 90° orientation for cavities with an aspect ratio of one, a visual graph showing the convective heat 
transfer coefficient for the wall averages can be seen in Figure 3.15.  All the side-walls exhibit similar heat transfer 
coefficient values while the floor wall had slightly higher values.  Similar trends can be seen in Showole et al. 
(1993) experimental study at 90° (see Table 3.4). 
 
 a) b) c) 
Figure 3.15 Wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients for 90° orientation cavity (aspect ratio of one) a) 
1-plate per wall b) 4-plate per wall c) 9-plate per wall 
The wall average Nusselt number for the test cavities at 90° angle of inclination can be seen in Figure 3.16.  
The least squares curve fit of the experimental data as well as the standard deviation and average deviation can be 
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Figure 3.16 Wall average Nusselt number for various test cavities (aspect ratio of one) with 90° angle of 
inclination 
Table 3.7 Wall average Nusselt number correlations (aspect ratio one; 90° angle of inclination) 
Wall Curve fit of data Standard deviation of data to curve fit 
Average deviation 
of data to curve fit 
1 (side wall) 3/1Ra092.0Nu =  ±1.52 3.44% 
2 (side wall) 3/1Ra088.0Nu =  ±1.46 3.41% 
3 (side wall) 3/1Ra089.0Nu =  ±1.70 4.03% 
4 (side wall) 3/1Ra092.0Nu =  ±1.34 2.87% 
5 (bottom wall) 3/1Ra104.0Nu =  ±1.26 2.12% 
 
For the side-walls, the present experimental data was compared to Churchill and Chu (1975) correlation for 
a vertical plate (see Figure 3.17a).  For the bottom wall, the present experimental data was compared to an empirical 
correlation for free convection for immersed horizontal plate (hot surface facing up) (see Figure 3.17b).  In both 
cases, the correlations tend to predict higher values than the present experimental data.  This was most likely result 
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 a) b) 
Figure 3.17 Wall average Nusselt number of test cavities (aspect ratio of one) with 90° angle of inclination 
(Present study and other investigators) a) side walls b) bottom wall 
3.4.4 Wall Average Nusselt Number of Cavities with Aspect Ratio of 0.5 (0° and 90° orientation) 
For a cavity with an aspect ratio of 0.5, a visual graph showing the convective heat transfer coefficient for 
the wall averages can be seen in Figure 3.18a-b.  Trends in convective heat transfer coefficients are the same as for 
other cavities at same angle.   
 
 a) b) 
Figure 3.18 Wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients (aspect ratio of 0.5)  a) 0° orientation b) 90° 
orientation 
The present experimental data for the top and bottom wall was compared to empirical correlations for a 
horizontal plate (with a hot surface down and a hot surface up) (see Figure 3.19a-b).  Equations 3.4, 3.10 and 3.11 
were compared to the modified empirical correlations of equations 3.9, 3.12, 3.13 (with Skok’s (1991) suggestion 
for the characteristic length).  The side walls were compared to Churchill and Chu (1975) correlation for natural 
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convection on a vertical plate (see Figure 3.19c).  All correlations tend to over predict the Nusselt number.  This 
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Present exp. data (wall 2 - bottom)
McAdams (1954) horizontal plate
(hot surface up) (modified)
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Figure 3.19 Wall average Nusselt number for test cavity (aspect ratio of 0.5) with 0° angle of inclination (Present 
study and other investigators) a) top wall b) bottom wall c) side and back walls 
When the cavity was rotated so it had an orientation of 90°, the side and top wall Nusselt numbers were 
compared to McAdam’s (1954) correlation for horizontal hot surface facing up and Churchill and Chu’s (1975) 
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 a) b) 
Figure 3.20 Wall average Nusselt number of test cavity (aspect ratio of 0.5) with 90° angle of inclination 
(Present study and other investigators) a) side walls b) bottom wall 
Both McAdam’s and Churchill/Chu’s correlation over predicted the heat transfer for the cavity.  This over-
prediction might occur since the flow is restricted based on the cavity orientation.  As air enters the cavity, the flow 
past the bottom wall, then travels past the side walls back out the cavity. 
3.4.5 Wall Average Nusselt Number of Cavities with Aspect Ratio of 2.0 (0° and 90° orientation) 
For a cavity with an aspect ratio of 2.0, a visual graph showing the convective heat transfer coefficient for 
the wall averages can be seen in Figure 3.21a-b.  Trends in convective heat transfer coefficients are the same as for 
other cavities at same angle. 
 
 a) b) 
Figure 3.21 Wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients (aspect ratio of 2.0) a) 0° orientation b) 90° 
orientation 
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The experimental Nusselt number for cavity with an aspect ratio of 2.0 was compared to empirical 
correlations at 0° orientation (see Figures 3.22a-c) in the same manner as the analysis of the cavity with aspect ratio 
of 0.5.  For the top wall, McAdam’s (1954) correlation (utilizing Skok’s (1991) characteristic length of Aplate/W) 
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Figure 3.22 Wall average Nusselt number for test cavity (aspect ratio of 2.0) with 0° angle of inclination (Present 
study and other investigators) a) top wall b) bottom wall c) back and side walls 
When the cavity was rotated so it had an orientation of 90°, the side and top wall Nusselt numbers were 
compared to McAdam’s (1954) correlation for horizontal hot surface facing up and Churchill and Chu’s (1975) 
correlation for vertical plate (see Figure 3.23a-b).  Both McAdam’s and Churchill/Chu’s correlation over predicted 
the heat transfer for the cavity.  This over predicted might occur since the flow is restricted based on the cavity 
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 a) b) 
Figure 3.23 Wall average Nusselt number of test cavity (aspect ratio of 2.0) with 90° angle of inclination 
(Present study and other investigators) a) side walls b) bottom wall 
3.5 Local Plate Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients 
The convective heat transfer coefficient for the calorimeter plates are plotted (as a surface plot) to show the 
local distribution throughout the cavity, the first point where the convective heat transfer coefficient is calculated in 
the data are taken.  At other times during the test, the convective heat transfer values for the surfaces change, but the 
relative shape of the distribution is similar.  The results of local convective heat transfer coefficients can be seen in 
Figures 3.24 through 3.38. 
 
 a) b) 
Figure 3.24 Local convective heat transfer coefficients (aspect ratio of one) with 0° angle of inclination a) 4-
plate per wall cavity b) 9-plate per wall cavity 
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 a) b) 
Figure 3.25 Local convective heat transfer coefficients with 0° angle of inclination 
a) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 b) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
 
 a) b) 
Figure 3.26 Local convective heat transfer coefficients (aspect ratio of one) with 45° angle of inclination a) 4-
plate per wall cavity b) 9-plate per wall cavity 
 
 a) b) 
Figure 3.27 Local convective heat transfer coefficients (aspect ratio of one) with 90° angle of inclination a) 4-
plate per wall cavity b) 9-plate per wall cavity 
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 a) b) 
Figure 3.28 Local convective heat transfer coefficients with 90° angle of inclination  a) cavity with aspect ratio 
of 0.5 b) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
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Chapter 4. Results from Test of Cooled Open Cavities 
4.1 Introduction 
The work of this chapter includes investigation of cooled open cavities.  In this set of tests, plate 
temperatures are lower than the dewpoint of the ambient air, causing moisture to accumulate on the aluminum plate 
surfaces.  The wall and local heat transfer coefficients will also be discussed. 
4.2 Plate Temperature Characteristics 
For test of cooled open cavities, the temperature of the cavity increases until it reaches the ambient 
temperature.  The cavity temperatures are non-dimensionalized with q/qi (Equation 2.1), and some typical responses 
for various cavities can be seen in Figure 4.1a-d.  Typical thermal time constants for these tests range from 1000 s to 
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 c) d) 
Figure 4.1 Transient temperature response of cavity (0° orientation) during test of cooled cavities a) 1-plate per 
wall cavity b) 4-plate per wall cavity c) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
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For the cavity average, the convective heat transfer coefficients as well the spatial temperature deviation 
parameter (Gt) an be seen in Figure 4.2a-b through 4.5a-b.  Just as with the test of heated open cavities, the figures 
show that the convective heat transfer coefficients plots overlap for tests conducted at various temperatures.  
Therefore, a test with an initial temperature of -5°C has similar convective heat transfer coefficient when warmed to 
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 a) b) 
Figure 4.2 Results from test of cooled cavity (1-plate per wall cavity) (varying initial temperatures) a) convective 
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 a) b) 
Figure 4.3 Results from test of cooled cavity (4-plate per wall cavity) (varying initial temperatures) a) convective 
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 a) b) 
Figure 4.4 Results from test of cooled cavity (cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5) (varying initial temperatures) a) 
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 a) b) 
Figure 4.5 Results from test of cooled cavity (cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0) (varying initial temperatures) a) 
convective heat transfer coefficient b) spatial temperature deviation of plates 
4.3 Results of Overall Moisture Loading in Open Cavities 
During test of cooled open cavities, a scale recorded the change in weight of the cavity and object due to 
condensate forming on the plates as time elapses, and these results can be seen in Figure 4.6a-d.  For each cavity 
tested a lower initial cavity temperature or higher relative humidity results in more moisture forming on the cavity.  
This increase in moisture is due to a greater water concentration gradient from the plate to the ambient.  Large test 
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Figure 4.6 Moisture deposition on open cavity during tests a) 1-plate per wall cavity b) 4-plate per wall cavity c) 
cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
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Some tests were conducted at similar close conditions to the repeatability of the tests.  One concern with 
these tests is effect of the weight and tension of thermocouples leading from the cavity to the data acquisition box.  
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Figure 4.7 Repeated test of cooled open cavities at relatively close conditions (cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0) 
The rate of mass accumulated on the cavity can be determined from a least squares analysis of points 





j =  4.1 
The experimentally determined mass flux was plotted versus the temperature difference of the plate and the 
ambient air (see Figure 4.8a-d).  Overall, (similar to the convective heat transfer coefficients in Figure 4.2a through 
4.5a) the data overlaps in two distinct curves that correspond to the two of humidity levels investigated (~60% and 
~70%).  For the 4-plate per wall cavity, there are some variations, as well as the AR=2.0 cavity (for RH ~ 70% 
range).  The figure shows for a given relative humidity (concentration of water in air), the mass flux of water 
accumulated on the plate is dependent on the temperature difference between the cavity plates and the ambient.  A 
cavity that starts with an initial temperature of 1°C should have the same mass flux of water accumulated at a cavity 
that starts with an initial temperature of 5°C (at the same ambient conditions), regardless of it being a transient 
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Figure 4.8 Experimentally determined mass flux versus cavity/ambient temperature difference  a) 1-plate per 
wall cavity b) 4-plate per wall cavity c) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
In most studies (such as Laleman (1992) and Knackstedt (1995)) it is assumed that the concentration of 
water on the plates was based on the plate saturation temperature.  The water vapor pressure at the plates can be thus 
being determined from the relation in Equation 4.2. 
)
cavTgcav,v
pp =  4.2 
The water vapor pressure of the ambient can be determined from the relative humidity and the saturated vapor 











The difference in water vapor pressure from the ambient to the cavity plates is plotted against the experimental mass 
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Figure 4.9 Experimentally determined mass flux versus cavity/ambient water pressure difference a) 1-plate per 
wall cavity b) 4-plate per wall cavity c) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
In the data reduction to calculate the convective heat transfer coefficient, the mass flux (Equation 4.4) was 
determined by taking into the account the heat/mass transfer analogy (Equation 4.5) in the energy balance of the 
aluminum plates (Equation 4.6). 
  jmass = hmass Camb - Cplate( ) 4.4 
hmass = hconv
Dab
2 / 3a1/ 3





= qconv + qmass + q rad + qcond
 4.6 
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A comparison of the Equation 4.1 (experimental) and Equation 4.4 (heat/mass transfer analogy) for the test 
data can be seen in Figures 4.10a through 4.23a.  To quantify the comparison, the percent variation between the two 
methods was determined in Equation 4.7. 
  




The mass flux determined from the heat and mass transfer analogy was used in the denominator since the analogy is 
applied in many studies like Laleman (1992) and Knackstedt (1995).  The percent variation can be seen in Figures 
4.10b through 4.23b. 
For the 1-plate per wall cavity, cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5, and cavity aspect ratio of 2.0, there seems to 
be good agreement between the two methods (the curves visually seemed to overlap) for both ranges of relative 
humidity (~60% and ~70%).  Percentage variation between the two methods generally ranged less than 10% at the 
beginning of the test.  As time elapsed during a test, the percentage variation generally increased.  This might be due 
to the mass flux decreasing during time (making the denominator in Equation 4.2 smaller, thus increasing the 
percent variation for a given difference between the two methods). 
For the 4-plate per wall cavity at a relative humidity of around 70%, there is a significant difference in 
values for heat/mass transfer and experimental method for typically the first 400 seconds (~6.5 minutes).  For a 
relative humidity of around 60%, this difference is less pronounced (but still noticeable).  One reason for the 
difference in the two methods in the 4-plate per wall cavity might be due to the size of the cavity as it sits on the 
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Figure 4.10 Test for 1-plate per wall cavity at Tcav,init ~ 1°C (72% RH) a) mass flux of water into the cavity b) 
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Figure 4.11 Test for 1-plate per wall cavity at Tcav,init ~ -5°C (74% RH) a) mass flux of water into the cavity b) 
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Figure 4.12 Test for 4-plate per wall cavity at Tcav,init ~ 1°C (72% RH) a) mass flux of water into the cavity b) 
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Figure 4.13 Test for 4-plate per wall cavity at Tcav,init ~ -5°C (74% RH) a) mass flux of water into the cavity b) 
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Figure 4.14 Test for 4-plate per wall cavity at Tcav,init ~ 1°C (60% RH) a) mass flux of water into the cavity b) 
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Figure 4.15 Test for 4-plate per wall cavity at Tcav,init ~ -5°C (60% RH) a) mass flux of water into the cavity b) 
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Figure 4.16 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 at Tcav,init ~ 1°C (66% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
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Figure 4.17 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 at Tcav,init ~ -5°C (67% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
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Figure 4.18 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 at Tcav,init ~ 0°C (60% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
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Figure 4.19 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 at Tcav,init ~ -5°C (60% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
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Figure 4.20 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 at Tcav,init ~ 1°C (71% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
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Figure 4.21 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 at Tcav,init ~ -5°C (69% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
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Figure 4.22 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 at Tcav,init ~ 1°C (60% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
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Figure 4.23 Test for cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 at Tcav,init ~ -5°C (60% RH) a) mass flux of water into the 
cavity b) percentage variation of mass flux between scale reading and heat /mass transfer analogy 
For both test with cooling and heating of the cavities, the convective heat transfer coefficient was plotted 
versus the temperature difference between the cavity and the ambient air (see Figure 4.24a-d).  The 1-plate per wall 
cavity, cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 and cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0, the cooling of the cavities produced slightly 
higher convective values than the heating of the cavities.  For the 4-plate per wall cavity, the convective heat transfer 
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Figure 4.24 Convective heat transfer coefficients from test of heated and cooled open cavities a) 1-plate per wall 
cavity b) 4-plate per wall cavity c) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
For the tests as a whole, the heat transfer coefficient curves overlap to some extent just as the test with heat 
transfer only.  The water condensing on the aluminum plates could affect the readings.  The film of water adds a 
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Figure 4.25 Thermal resistance circuit of water condensing on aluminum plates 
During the testing, most of the water forming on the cavity was seen as fine droplets, so the thickness of the 
water condensing on the aluminum plates is assumed to be of uniform thickness.  The resistance due to the 
convection is based on Equation 4.8. 













The volume that the water mass occupies is based off of the water density (Equation 4.10). 
waterwaterwater Vm r=  4.10 








In terms of the temperature difference, TAL - T¥, and the resistance, the heat transfer rate can be determined 


















Based on Equations 4.8 through 4.13 (and using the information on mass accumulation on the cavities), the thermal 
resistance due to the water is significantly smaller than the convection.  The results of the water thermal resistance 
can be seen in Table 4.1. 
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N (no. of plates in cavity) 5 
mwater 5 g 
twater 0.0214 mm 
Rair 0.4306 K/W 
Rwater 0.000163 K/W 
qair 58.06 W 
qtot 58.04 W 
 
The layer of water that forms on the cavity surfaces could also affect the plate emissivity, thus effecting the 
radiation term in the energy balance.  The emissivity is varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in the data reduction and the results of this 
variation (in terms of mass flux) are compared to the experimental mass flux (see Figure 4.26a-d).  The large change in 
emissivity results in relatively small changes in the mass flux.  Since the plates in the cavities view more of each other 
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Figure 4.26 Variation of emissivity in data reduction of test of cooled cavities (Tcav,init ~ -5°C; RH ~ 70%)  a) 1-
plate per wall cavity b) 4-plate per wall cavity c) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
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4.4 Cavity Average Nusselt Number 
For the cavities tested, the cavity average Nusselt number was determined and the results can be seen in 
Figure 4.27a.  The line represented in Figure 4.27a symbolizes the correlation obtained from the curve fit of heated 
cavity data (cavities with aspect ratio of 1.0) as seen in Figure 4.27b.  The data taken during the test of the cooled 
cavities (except for data from the 4-plate per wall cavity) have similar values as with the test of the heated cavities.  
The difference in the 4-plate per wall Nusselt number from the test of cooled cavities as well as the difference in the 
experimental mass to the mass flux obtained using the heat and mass transfer analogy shows a possible problem 
with the test cavity itself.  The data for the 4-plate per wall cavity was checked to see of any possible errors due to 
the conduction correction of the insulation or radiation calculation (no problems were found).  Additional tests of the 
4-plate per wall cavity were conducted by using both thermocouples on each cavity plate to obtain an average plate 
temperature and the results were similar as with previous tests.  Because test of heated cavities were conducted first, 
it is possible that the cavity was heated too high, causing damage to the thermal epoxy (possibly affecting the 
contact of the thermocouple wires on the aluminum plates), and possible warping of the insulation in contact with 
the aluminum plates. 
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 a) b) 
Figure 4.27 Nusselt versus Rayleigh a) test of cooled cavities b) test of heated cavities 
4.5 Wall Average Nusselt Number 
Wall average convective heat transfer coefficients were plotted at the initial point in the test to show the 
distribution along the walls (see Figure 4.28a-d).  In the case of the test of cooled open cavities, the top walls have 
the highest convective heat transfer coefficients due to air entering through the top first (then traveling down 
throughout the walls of the cavity and then traveling out of the cavity through the bottom).  The left, right and back 
walls typically show similar convective heat transfer coefficients.  The bottom wall has the lowest convective heat 
transfer coefficients.  As seen in the test with heated cavities, the side and back walls have similar convective heat 
transfer values (except for the 4-plate per wall cavity). 
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 a) b) 
 
 c) d) 
Figure 4.28 Wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients (test of cooled open cavities; Tcav,init ~ 1°C / RH 
~ 70%) a) 1-plate per wall b) 4-plate per wall c) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 d) cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 
The wall averages for the 1-plate per wall/4-plate per wall (cavity aspect ratio of one), cavity with aspect 
ratio of 0.5, and cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 were compared to various investigator’s work in similar fashion to 
the wall averages in the test of heated cavities.  For natural convection of a vertical plate, the results of Ostrach’s 
(1953) numerical solution are irrespective of the direction of the temperature difference.  For Twall > T¥, the leading 
edge is at the bottom of the plate and flow travels up the plate.  For Twall < T¥, the opposite occurs (see Figure 4.29a-
b).  For a vertical plate, flow characteristics for natural convection are similar for a warm plate facing up and a cold 
plate facing down (see Figure 4.29c-d).  For opposite conditions on a warm and cold plate (see Figure 4.29e-f), the 




















 e) f) 
Figure 4.29 Buoyancy-driven flow for various plate configurations a) warm vertical plate (Twall > T¥) b) cool 
vertical plate (Twall < T¥) c) warm plate facing up (Twall > T¥) d) cold plate facing down (Twall < T¥) e) warm 
plate facing down (Twall > T¥) f) cold facing up (Twall < T¥)  
Taking into account this similarity between warm and cold plates, those correlations from LeQuere et al. 
(1981), Skok et al. (1991) bottom plate and an empirical correlation from McAdams (1954) for a cold plate facing 
down will be used to compare the data for the top wall in the cooled cavity.  LeQuere et al. (1981) and Skok et al. 
(1991) correlations for a top plate and an empirical correlation from McAdams (1954) for a cold plate facing up will 
be used to compare the data for the bottom wall of the cooled cavity.  The horizontal wall correlations from other 
various investigators will be used to compare the side walls from the test of cooled cavities. 
For the cavities with aspect ratio of one, the results of the walls compared to other investigator’s 
correlations can be seen in Figure 4.30a-e.  For the top and bottom walls, good agreement is seen between the 
current data and McAdam’s (1954) correlation, except for the 4-plate per wall data (experimental data in the Ra 
~108).  For the side walls, the data tends to deviate from Churchill and Chu’s correlation, especially for the data in 
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Figure 4.30 Wall average Nusselt number for test cavity (cavity aspect ratio of one) (present study and other 
investigators a) top wall b) bottom wall c) right wall d) left wall e) back wall 
For the cavities with aspect ratio of 0.5, the results of the walls compared to other investigator’s 
correlations can be seen in Figure 4.31a-c.  Like the results with the test of heated open cavities, the various 
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Figure 4.31 Wall average Nusselt number for test cavity (cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5) (present study and other 
investigators a) top wall b) bottom wall c) side and back walls 
For the cavities with aspect ratio of 2.0, the results of the walls compared to other investigator’s 
correlations can be seen in Figure 4.32a-c.  For the top and bottom walls, good agreement is seen between the 
current data and McAdam’s (1954) correlation.  For the side walls, the data tends to deviate from Churchill and 
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Figure 4.32 Wall average Nusselt number for test cavity (cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0) (present study and other 
investigators a) top wall b) bottom wall c) side and back walls 
4.6 Local Convective Heat Transfer Coefficients 
For the test of cooled cavities, the convective heat transfer coefficient for the calorimeter plates was plotted 
at the initial point of the test to see the local distribution.  Except for the 4-plate per wall cavity, the other cavities 
showed symmetry amongst the side walls.  The convective heat transfer coefficient for the calorimeter plates are 
plotted (as a surface plot) to show the local distribution throughout the cavity, where the first point where the 
convective heat transfer coefficient is calculated in the data are taken.  At other times during the test, the convective 
heat transfer values for the surfaces change, but the relative shape of the distribution is similar.  The results of local 
convective heat transfer coefficients can be seen in Figures 4.33 through 4.34. 
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 a) b) c) 
Figure 4.33 Local convective heat transfer coefficients with 0° angle of inclination for test of cooled open 
cavities (Tcav,init ~ 1°C ; RH ~ 70%) a) 4-plate per wall cavity b) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 c) cavity with 
aspect ratio of 2.0 
 
 a) b) c) 
Figure 4.34 Local convective heat transfer coefficients with 0° angle of inclination for inclination for test of 
heated open cavities (Tcav,init ~ 70°C) a) 4-plate per wall cavity b) cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 c) cavity with 
aspect ratio of 2.0 
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Chapter 5. Results from Test of Heated Objects 
5.1 Introduction 
The work of this chapter includes the experimental investigation of heated objects.  Six various shaped 
objects (see Figure 5.1) were tested at various initial temperatures. The goal is to establish an initial set of results 
where the test of cooled objects could be compared to.  The object plate temperatures (how convective heat transfer 
coefficient are effected) are first discussed, followed by a discussion of the object average Nusselt numbers.  Finally, 
the experimental wall average Nusselt numbers are compared to various investigators’ work. 
 
Figure 5.1 Photo of various objects used in test of heated objects 
5.2 Plate Temperature Characteristics 
For test of heated objects, once the object is placed on the platform, the object’s plate temperature will 
continue to decrease until it reaches the ambient temperature.  When the object temperatures are non-
dimensionalized with q/qi (Equation 5.1), the response looks similar (see in Figure 5.2a-f).  Typical thermal time 
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Figure 5.2 Transient temperature response of objects during test of heated objects a) object B b) object C c) 
object D d) object E e) object F f) object G 
While the plates are conditioned in the heating box, differences in temperatures between plates at the start 
of a test can be as high as 1.5°C.  As the object cools, the temperatures can vary even more (based on different 
cooling rates of each aluminum plate) due to variations of the local heat transfer coefficient.  A parameter (Gt?) has 





Tobj - Tamb  5.2 
Figure 5.3a-f shows that for the object series of tests, the variation grows as the object cools and is generally less 






















































































































































 d) e) f) 
Figure 5.3 Spatial temperature deviation of plates on object (? t) (with varying initial plate temperatures) a) 
object B b) object C c) object D d) object E e) object F f) object G 
As with the analysis for heated cavities, the convective heat transfer coefficient at various initial 
temperatures is plotted versus the temperature difference of the object plates and the ambient air (see Figure 5.4a-f).  
The figures (as with the cavity testing) show that convective heat transfer coefficients overlap for tests conducted at 
various initial temperatures except for the two small objects, C and D (these objects are 7.62 cm (3 in.) in height).  
At the beginning of the test for these small objects, the convective heat transfer coefficient is considerably higher 






































































































































































































 d) e) f) 
Figure 5.4 Convective heat transfer coefficient determined from object testing (varying initial plate 
temperatures): a) object B b) object C c) object D d) object E e) object F f) object G 
To see which of the object walls contributed to the high object average convective heat transfer 
coefficients, the wall average convective heat transfer coefficient for object’s C and D top and side wall (one 
representative wall) is plotted versus the temperature difference of the respective plates and the ambient.  The results 
can be seen in Figure 5.5a-b through 5.6a-b.  For both objects C and D, the convective heat transfer coefficient 
patterns of the side walls most resemble the convective heat transfer patterns of the object average.  For the top wall, 
the convective heat transfer coefficient does not overlap (and looks like the inverse of the side wall).  The reason for 
the top wall convective heat transfer coefficient patterns might be caused by stratification of the air traveling over 














































































 a) b) 
Figure 5.5 Convective heat transfer coefficient determined from object C (varying initial plate temperatures) a) 












































































 a) b) 
Figure 5.6 Convective heat transfer coefficient determined from object D (varying initial plate temperatures) a) 
plate-1 (top wall) b) plate-2 (side wall) 
When looking at the side walls of the smallest objects (by height) C and D, it is unclear why there is a 
relatively large convective heat transfer coefficients initially.  When the convective heat transfer coefficient is 
plotted verses the ratio of the non-dimensional temperature difference, it seems that the inflection for both objects 
(at each initial object temperature) occurs around 0.75 < q/qi < 0.8 (see Figure 5.7a-b).  This inflection in convective 












































































 a) b) 
Figure 5.7 Convective heat transfer coefficient determined for side wall (varying ratio of non-dimensional 











































































 a) b) 
Figure 5.8 Convective heat transfer coefficient determined for side wall (varying ratio of non-dimensional 
temperature difference) a) object G b) object E 
One possible reason for this phenomenon with the high convective heat transfer coefficients for the shorter 
objects might be due in part to the boundary layer forming on the side walls adjacent to the foam platform.  For flow 
over a flat plate (regardless of forced or natural convection), the fluid’s local heat flux at the wall can be determined 
from Fourier’s law (Equation 5.3). 
  
¢ ¢ q s = -kf
¶T
¶y y=0  5.3 
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The local heat flux at the wall can also be determined from Newton’s Law of cooling (Equation 5.4). 
  
¢ ¢ q = h Ts - T¥( ) 5.4 
The local convective coefficient can be determined by combining Equations 5.3 and 5.4 to form Equation 5.5. 
  
h =
-kf ¶T / ¶y y=0
Ts - T¥  5.5 
The average convective coefficient for an object can thus be expressed by integrating the local heat transfer 









The temperature gradient (¶T/¶y|y=0) between the wall and the fluid will be greatest at the leading edge of the plate.  
As the fluid travels past the plate, heat from the walls will warm the adjacent fluid (decreasing the temperature 
gradient).  Thus (for laminar flow), the convective coefficient should be at its maximum at its leading edge, and 
decrease as the thermal boundary layer grows farther along a plate (until the potential onset of turbulence) (see 
Figure 5.9a).   
For flow over a L-shape corner with one wall heated and adjacent wall adiabatic (a situation close to the 
side walls on an object), Rodighiero and Socio (1983) flow visualization experiments showed that near the leading 
edge of the heat vertical plate, its boundary layer merges with the boundary layer from the adiabatic horizontal wall 
(see Figure 5.9b).  For this experimental study the merging of boundary layers may occur close to the height of 
objects C and D (7.62 cm), and may cause a temporary enhancement of the heat transfer.  As the aluminum plate 
temperature in objects C and D decrease, less influx of air occurs at the leading edge of the vertical plate.  Objects 
with heights greater than 7.62 cm do not experience this rise in convective heat transfer coefficient seen in objects C 










 a) b) 
Figure 5.9 Boundary layer flow a) over a flat plate b) over a L-shape corner with one wall heated and adjacent 
wall adiabatic (sketch from Rodigihiero and Socio (1983)) 
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5.3 Object Average Nusselt Number 
The Nusselt number for each test run was calculated and the results on various sized objects can be seen in 
Figure 5.9a.  The data was correlated in the form of Equation 5.7. 
  Nuobj = 0.545RaLc
0.235
 5.7 
Because of the unexplained phenomenon with the shorter objects C and D, another correlation was taken of object 
data without C and D (for comparison) (see Figure 5.9b).  The revised correlation to the data was in the form of 
Equation 5.8. 
  Nuobj = 0.236RaLc
0.285
 5.8 
The correlation for both Equation 5.7 and Equation 5.8 are compared to the measured data and the results can be 
seen in Figure 5.10a-b. 
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 a) b) 
Figure 5.11 Accuracy of correlation to experimental data a) all objects plotted b) objects B, E, F, and G plotted 
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5.4 Wall Average Nusselt Number 
For the test of heated objects, the convective heat transfer coefficient for the calorimeter plates were plotted 
(as a surface plot) to show the wall average of the objects (see Figure 5.12a-f).  For the following surface plots, the 
first point in the test data is used to show the representative trends.  The side walls experience the greatest 
convective heat transfer values (and show symmetry along each side) for each object as the air flows from the 
platform up to the object.  The top wall experiences the lowest convective heat transfer values. 
 
 a) b) c) 
 
 d) e) f) 
Figure 5.12 Wall averaged convective heat transfer coefficients a) object B b) object C c) object D d) object E e) 
object F f) object G 
The top wall of the objects are compared to McAdams (1954) correlations for a horizontal flat plate 
suspended in an infinite quiescent medium with the plate heated side facing upward (Equations 5.9 and 5.10). 
  
NuL = 0.54RaL
1/ 4           104 £ RaL £10
7( ) 5.9 
  
NuL = 0.15RaL
1/ 3           107 £ RaL £10
11( ) 5.10 





Pplate  5.11 
The side walls are compared to Churchill and Chu (1975) correlation given in Equation 5.12 for a vertical flat plate 
suspended in an infinite quiescent medium (where the side wall height is used for the characteristic length). 













The side walls are also compared to the Rodighiero and deSocio (1983) experimental study of natural convection on 
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Angirassa and Mahajan (1993) numerical study of a L-shape corner (Equation 5.14) is also compared. 
( )95232.0 10Ra10      Ra666.0Nu <<=  5.14 
Rodighiero and deSocio’s (1983) correlation (Equation 5.13) is only valid if the length of the adiabatic wall 
(W) is much larger than the boundary thickness layer formed on the vertical heated wall (see Figure 5.13).  In the 
Angirassa and Mahajan (1993) numerical study, no discernable change in Nusselt number was seen when the aspect 





Figure 5.13 L-shape corner with heated wall (height H) adjacent to adiabatic floor (length W) 
The boundary layer of a side wall on an object is approximated using the similarity parameter defined by 















With Pr = 0.7, h = 6.0 is determined at the edge of the boundary (which y ~ d) (see Equation 5.16). 
  









For an object height of 15.24 cm (6 in.) with a temperature difference of approximately 37°C between the wall and 
the ambient, the approximate boundary layer thickness is determined as 2.2 cm (0.87 in.) while for an object height 
of 30.48 cm (12 in.), d is estimated as 4.4 cm (~ 1 3/4 in.).  For these experimental tests, the Styrofoam platform that 
the objects are placed on have a ratio of W/H greater than 0.5 to reduce end effects on the flow (larger than the 
approximated boundary layer). 
For the top wall, the correlation from McAdams (1954) tends to over-predict the heat transfer (see Figure 
5.14a).  This is primarily due to air warmed from the side walls that are carried around to the top plate.  In 
McAdams’ correlation, ambient air flows over the plate.  For the side walls (see Figure 5.14b, at lower RaH, the 
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experimental data fits well to Rodighiero’s (1983) experimental correlation and Angirassa’s (1993) numerical 
correlation.  For higher Rayleigh values, the experimental data seem to deviate from Rodighiero’s and Angirrassa’s 
correlation.  The range of Rayleigh numbers Rodighiero and deSocio’s (1983) correlation is valid is from 106 to 108 
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 a) b) 
Figure 5.14 Wall average Nusselt number for objects (present study and other related correlations) a) top wall of 
object b) side wall of object (side 2) 
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Chapter 6. Results from Test of Cooled Objects 
6.1 Introduction 
The work of this chapter includes the experimental investigation of cooled objects.  Three objects (see 
Figure 6.1) were tested at various initial temperatures and relative humidities.  The object average convective heat 
transfer coefficient will be discussed as it relates to the differences of plate temperatures (due to the transient 
method).  The measured moisture loading on the objects will be examined to compare its mass flux to the mass flux 
determined using heat and mass transfer analysis.  Potential issues with condensation/frost formation on the objects 
(in respects to radiation and thermal resistance) will be discussed.  Object and wall average Nusselt numbers are 
determined from the data and the wall average will be compared to various flat plate correlations. 
 
Figure 6.1 Photo of various objects used in test of cooled objects 
6.2 Plate Temperature Characteristics 
As with the other tests, the temperature response of the objects were plotted versus time (see Figure 6.2a-c) 
in order to see relatively how fast the aluminum plates warm in the ambient air after being cooled.  Typical thermal 
time constants for these cooled objects ranged from 600 s to 750 s (10 min to 12.5 min), close to two and a half 
times shorter than objects going under only heat transfer. A faster thermal response is most likely due to the 
condensation forming on the plates, which creates additional energy load on the aluminum plates needed to change 
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 a) b) c) 
Figure 6.2 Transient temperature response (test of cooled objects a) object E b) object F c) object G 
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For the object average, the convective heat transfer coefficients as well as the spatial temperature deviation 
parameter (Gt) can be seen in Figure 6.3a-b through 6.6a-b.  Just as with the test of heated objects, the figures show 
that convective heat transfer coefficients generally overlap for tests conducted at various temperatures regardless of 
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Figure 6.3 Results from test of cooled cavities on Object E (varying initial temperatures) a) convective heat 
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Figure 6.4 Results from test of cooled objects on Object F (varying initial temperatures) a) convective heat 
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Figure 6.5 Results from test of cooled objects on Object G (varying initial temperatures) a) convective heat 
transfer coefficients b) spatial temperature deviation parameter of object plates 
For some of the test runs the initial temperature was less than 0°C, a slight dip in the heat transfer 
coefficient is observed close to the beginning of the test.  When the convective heat transfer coefficient for these 
tests is plotted against the object plate temperature, a dip can be seen just before the average plate temperature 





























































 a) b) 
Figure 6.6 Convective heat transfer coefficients from test started below 0°C (frost initially forming on plates) a) 
object F b) object G 
From the analysis of cooled cavities, the thermal resistance of the water forming on the cavity wall was 
estimated and was seen as not to be a significant factor.  For the objects cooled below 0°C, frost effects are 
examined also to see if its thermal resistance is a significant factor.  The thermal resistance network with frost on the 
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Figure 6.7 Thermal resistance circuit for frost on an aluminum plate 
The resistance due to the convection only is determined using Equation 6.1. 






The effective heat transfer coefficient contains both convective and radiative terms.  The resistance due to the frost 




kfr Aobj  6.2 
The volume that the frost occupies is estimated from the frost density and amount of mass accumulated on the object 
(Equation 6.3). 
  mfr = rfr Vfr  6.3 
The conductivity of the frost is estimated using Sander’s (1974) correlation (Equation 6.4). 
  kfr = 0.001202rfr
0.963
 6.4 
The validity for the conductivity correlation ranges from 0°C to –22°C.  Hayashi et al. (1977) correlation for density 
was used (Equation 6.5). 
  rfr = 650e
0.227Tfr( )
 6.5 
This correlation is applicable for wall temperatures down to –22°C and densities up to 500 kg/m3.  The frost 




Aobj  6.6 
Based on Equations 6.1 through 6.6, the resistance due to the frost is estimated.  The plate temperature 
(which is assumed to be constant while the frost forms) is varied from –10°C to –1°C to show what would be 
predicted for the frost resistance if a set amount of frost formed on the plates (using the information on mass 
accumulation on the objects  ~ 1.7 g).  Table 6.1 shows the estimated frost thermal resistance if 1.7g of water formed 
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at the temperatures shown.  For the experiments, temperatures primarily range from –7°C to 0°C over a 1 to 3 
minute time period.  Table 6.1 indicates the frost thermal resistance is negligible. 
Table 6.1 Results of frost thermal resistance analysis (based on hconv ~ 5 W/m
2-K; hrad ~ 5 W/m
2-K; mfr ~ 1.7 g; 
Tamb ~ 28 °C) 
Tplate (°C) tfr (mm) Ra (K/W) Rfr (K/W) Rtot (K/W) Rfr/Rtot 
-10 0.136 0.5382 0.0106 0.5488 0.0193 
-9 0.109 0.5382 0.0068 0.5450 0.0125 
-8 0.087 0.5382 0.0044 0.5425 0.0080 
-7 0.069 0.5382 0.0028 0.5410 0.0052 
-6 0.055 0.5382 0.0018 0.5400 0.0033 
-5 0.044 0.5382 0.0011 0.5395 0.0021 
-4 0.035 0.5382 0.0007 0.5389 0.0014 
-3 0.028 0.5382 0.0005 0.5387 0.0009 
-2 0.022 0.5382 0.0003 0.5385 0.0006 
-1 0.018 0.5382 0.0002 0.5384 0.0004 
 
Another consideration for the heat transfer coefficient trend is the latent heat of fusion as the frost 
transitions to a liquid at 0°C.  The energy associated with this phase change is determined with Equation 6.7. 
  Qfr-w = mfr -w hsf  6.7 
where: 
mfr-w: mass of frost on the object that melts [g] 
hsf: Latent heat of fusion (heat loss or heat gain when liquid water changes to ice or vice versa) [J/g] 
(hsf ~ 330 J/g) 
The maximum amount of frost that accumulates on an object has been observed to be around 1.7 g, so the energy 
needed to turn that amount of frost into water is 560 J.  The energy change associated with the aluminum plates is 
determined in Equation 6.8. 
  QAL = mobjcp,ALDTobj  6.8 
To estimate the change in aluminum plate temperature associated with the frost melting to water, the 
change in plate temperature with respect to time is plotted (as seen in Figure 6.8a).  During a time of 160s to 200s, 
dT/dt of the object’s plate average remains steady, possibly signaling the effect of frost changing to liquid water.  In 
the given time where dT/dt is relatively steady, the associated change in object average plate temperature is around 
1.5°C. If the temperature change estimated as 1.5°C is used in Equation 6.8, the energy change associated with the 
aluminum plates during the water phase change is around 2000 J.  On an energy basis, the phase change of frost to 
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 a) b) 
Figure 6.8 Test results in object G (Tobj,init ~ -7°C, RH ~ 71%) for object plate average a) object plate average 
change in temperature respect to time c) object’s plate temperature 
6.3 Results of Overall Moisture Loading on Objects 
During the test of cooled objects, a scale recorded the change in weight of the object due to condensation 
forming on the plates as time elapses, and these results can be seen in Figure 6.9a-c.  As seen with the cavities, a 
lower initial object temperature or higher relative humidity results in more moisture forming on the object.  This 
increase in moisture is due to a greater water concentration gradient from the plate to the ambient.  Large test objects 
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Figure 6.9 Mass of water accumulated on objects a) object E b) object F c) object G 
The mass flux can be determined experimentally for the object (using the scale readings) in the same 







The experimentally determined mass flux (Equation 6.9) was plotted versus the temperature difference of 
the plate and the ambient air (see Figure 6.10a-c).  The overlapping of the data for a given range of relative 
humidities tended to be less pronounced than with the test on cooled open cavities.  The difference in water vapor 
pressure from the ambient to the cavity plates is plotted against the experimental mass flux (see Figure 6.11a-c).  
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Figure 6.10 Experimentally determined mass flux versus cavity/ambient temperature difference a) object E b) 
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Figure 6.11 Experimentally determined mass flux versus cavity/ambient water pressure difference a) object E b) 
object F c) object G 
In the data reduction to calculate the object average convective heat transfer coefficient, the object average 
mass flux (Equation 6.10) was determined by taking into the account the heat/mass transfer analogy (Equation 6.11) 
in the energy balance of the aluminum plates (Equation 6.12). 
  jmass = hmass Camb - Cplate( ) 6.10 
hmass = hconv
Dab
2 / 3a1/ 3








A comparison of the mass flux determined from the scale readings (Equation 6.9) and mass flux determined 
from the heat/mass transfer analogy (Equation 6.10) for the test data can be seen in Figures 6.12a through 6.25a.  
The percent variation between the two methods is calculated from Equation 6.13. 
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Figure 6.12 Test of cooled objects (object E) (Tobj,init ~ 2.7°C; RH ~ 79% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.13 Test of cooled objects (object E) (Tobj,init ~ 0.8°C; RH ~ 79% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.14 Test of cooled objects (object E) (Tobj,init ~ -4.2°C; RH ~ 79% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.15 Test of cooled objects (object E) (Tobj,init ~ 1.2°C; RH ~ 73% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.16 Test of cooled objects (object F) (Tobj,init ~ 1°C; RH ~ 80% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.17 Test of cooled objects (object F) (Tobj,init ~ -3.8°C; RH ~ 77% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.18 Test of cooled objects (object F) (Tobj,init ~ -3°C; RH ~ 80% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.19 Test of cooled objects (object F) (Tobj,init ~ 2.5°C; RH ~ 75% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.20 Test of cooled objects (object F) (Tobj,init ~ -3.2°C; RH ~ 73% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.21 Test of cooled objects (object G) (Tobj,init ~ 1.3°C; RH ~ 80% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.22 Test of cooled objects (object G) (Tobj,init ~ 1°C; RH ~ 80% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.23 Test of cooled objects (object G) (Tobj,init ~ -4°C; RH ~ 78% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.24 Test of cooled objects (object G) (Tobj,init ~ 2.1°C; RH ~ 73% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
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Figure 6.25 Test of cooled objects (object G) (Tobj,init ~ -7.3°C; RH ~ 71% a) mass flux of water into the object b) 
percentage variation of mass flux between scale read and heat/mass transfer 
From the figures, there are systematic differences in the two methods.  As seen in the cavity analysis, the 
frost/water layer condensing on the plates does not add a significant amount of thermal resistance.  The trends for 
test of cooled objects show that while the mass flux curves might not overlap, there seems to be a translation of the 
curves.  Possibly the layer of water that forms on the object surfaces could affect the plate emissivity, thus affecting 
the radiation term in the energy balance (causing the shift in the mass flux curves). 
In order to examine the emissivity effect, the emissivity is varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in the data reduction that 
determines the convective heat transfer coefficient (and thus the mass flux).  A variation in emissivity will affect the 
radiative heat transfer (Equation 6.14).  Within the energy balance (Equation 6.15), if the radiation heat transfer 
(Equation 6.14) increases, the convective heat transfer (Equation 6.16) will decrease. 
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q rad = esAobj Tamb
4 - Tobj





= qconv + qmass + q rad + qcond
 6.15 
  qconv = hconv Aobj Tamb - Tobj( ) 6.16 
If the heat/mass analogy is assumed to be valid (Equation 6.17), any changes in convective heat transfer coefficients 
will change the mass transfer coefficient and thus the mass flux (Equation 6.18). 
hmass = hconv
Dab
2 / 3a1/ 3
k air  6.17 
  jmass = hmass Camb - Cplate( ) 6.18 
The mass flux determined from varying the emissivity is compared to the experimental mass flux (see 
Figure 6.26a-c).  The variation in emissivity results in relatively large variations of the mass flux determined from 
the heat and mass transfer analogy.  Unlike the cavities, the object plates have a significant view of the ambient.  
The emissivity therefore has a large impact in determining the radiation heat transfer.  Figure 6.26a-c shows that at 
the beginning of the test, the experimental calculated mass flux is close to the mass flux determined with the heat 
and mass transfer analogy with e ~ 0.1.  As time elapses, the measured mass flux shows a trend more similar to 
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Figure 6.26 Variation of emissivity in data reduction of (test of cooled objects) (Tobj,init ~ -4°C; RH ~ 80%) a) 
object E b) object F c) object G 
Using the measured mass flux to solve for the mass transfer coefficient (Equation 6.19), the convective heat 









2 / 3a1/ 3  6.20 
The heat transfer associated from the mass transfer (Equation 6.21) and the convective heat transfer (Equation 6.22) 
can then be used in the energy balance associated with the aluminum plates (Equation 6.23) to solve for the radiative 
heat transfer (Equation 6.24), and thus the effective emissivity of the objects (eeff). 
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  qmass,exp = hmass,exphfgAplate Camb - Cplate( ) 6.21 







( )4plate4ambsurfeffexp,rad TTAq -se=  6.24 
The results from the analysis to determine the effective emissivity can be seen as time elapses in Figures 6.27a, 
6.28a, and 6.29a.  The effective emissivity is also plotted versus the estimated water thickness on the objects (see 
Figures 6.27b, 6.28b, and 6.29b).  The water thickness is approximated with the water’s volume and object’s surface 







The volume that the water mass occupies is estimated from the water density and the water mass formed on the 
object at any given time (Equation 6.26). 
waterwaterwater Vm r=  6.26 
Figures 6.27b, 6.28b and 6.29b show that as the estimated condensation thickness increases, the effective 




























 a) b) 
Figure 6.27 Determination of object effect emissivity utilizing experimental mass flux (object E; Tobj,init ~ -4.2°C; 





























 a) b) 
Figure 6.28 Determination of object effect emissivity utilizing experimental mass flux (object F; Tobj,init ~ -3.8°C; 




























 a) b) 
Figure 6.29 Determination of object effect emissivity utilizing experimental mass flux (object G; Tobj,init ~ -4°C; 
RH ~ 78%) a) calculated emissivity versus time b) calculated emissivity versus estimated condensation thickness 
From the figures showing the calculated emissivity and the estimated condensate thickness, data in the 







The results can be seen in Figure 6.30a-c.  Data in the range t < 0.5twater,max was utilized because of the scatter 
associated with mass leveling off as it reached its maximum.  While the data for object E was quite scattered, data 
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for object F and G seemed to be linear.  The scatter could be attributed to the relatively small mass accumulation 
object E.  For object G, there seems to be two distinct regions where the data lies (based on the relatively humidity 
that is about 10% apart).  For object F, the difference in range of relatively humidity is about 5%. 
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Figure 6.30 Non-dimensional effective emissivity versus estimated condensation thickness a) object E b) object 
F c) object G 
A simple empirical model (Equation 6.28) based on an extinction coefficient (k) is used to estimate the 
variation of emitted radiation from that of the aluminum plates to that of a layer of water. 
( )ktwaterktALeff e1e -- -e+e=e  6.28 
At the initial time (t = 0), the effective emissivity should be the emissivity of the aluminum plates.  As time elapses 
and as more water forms on the object, the effective emissivity should resemble the emissivity of the water.  If 







=e  6.29 
When the data from Figure 6.30a-c are curve fitted based on the empirical model of Equation 6.28, the 
constants and R-values can be seen in Table 6.2.  The scatter associated with object E effective emissivity data could 
be associated with the low amount of water collected on the object (it being the smallest object used in test of cooled 
objects).  The variation of data due to different humidities may be due to the local moisture layer variations or the 
variation in water layer forming on the objects (large, small droplets, or film). 
Table 6.2 Constants from non-dimensional effective emissivity curve fit to data 
Object RH k (mm-1) 1/k (mm) R-value 
E ~ 79% 89.82 0.011 0.35811 
~ 79% 31.01 0.032 0.81568 F 
~ 74% 40.40 0.025 0.82210 
~ 80% 35.01 0.029 0.84263 G 
~ 70% 68.03 0.015 0.88571 
 
The value 1/k gives one an estimate of the water film thickness that causes the non-dimensional emissivity to change 
close to water (e* ~ e-1) of the variation from aluminum’s emissivity.  From the values in Table 6.2, 1/k varies from 
0.011 to 0.032 mm, which is a thick enough water layer on the plates to affect emissivity.  When the Equation 6.28 
is used to in the data reduction to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient (and thus the mass flux), some 
results of that mass flux compared to the experimental mass flux can be see in Figure 6.31a-c (Note: the constant k 
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Figure 6.31 Mass flux of water the object comparison a) object E; Tobj,init ~ -4.2°C; RH ~ 79% b) object F; Tobj,init 
~ -3.8°C; RH ~ 77% c) object G; Tobj,init ~ -4°C; RH ~ 78% 
6.4 Object Average Nusselt Number 
The object average Nusselt number from test of cooled objects (using Equation 6.28 to estimate the 
changed in emissivity as water layer forms on the object walls) were calculated and the results on various sized 
objects can be seen in Figure 6.32.  The data is plotted along with the correlation obtained for the Nusselt number 


















Figure 6.32 Nusselt versus Rayleigh for test of cooled objects 
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Chapter 7. Discussion and Applications of Experimental Results 
7.1 Introduction 
One of the goals of this project is to investigate heat and mass transfer in cavities and objects to provide 
more tools for other researchers to evaluate refrigerator and cabinet loading processes.  This chapter will discuss the 
results from the experimental work on cavities and objects and summarize correlations for heat transfer obtained 
from the data.  Based on the comparisons with various other investigators’ correlation for similar situations, 
recommendations will be provided.  The relations will be used to predict the heat and mass transfer effects of a 
refrigerator and moisture loading on objects. 
7.2 Discussion on Experimental Results 
7.2.1 Results of Heated Open Cavities 
For test of heated open cavities, various configurations were designed and tested with different starting 
temperatures and various orientations (see Table 7.1).  For the cavity average Nusselt number (with aspect ratios 
equaling 1.0), it was seen that 0° and 90° orientations were similar, while at 45° had slightly higher Nusselt numbers 
(see Table 7.2). 



































1-plate per side cavity (AR =1.0) Tested Tested Tested 
4-plate per side cavity (AR = 1.0) Tested Tested Tested 
9-plate per side cavity (AR = 1.0) Tested Tested Tested 
cavity with aspect ratio of 0.5 Tested - Tested 
cavity with aspect ratio of 2.0 Tested - Tested 
Table 7.2 Least squares fit to experimentally determined cavity average Nusselt numbers 
(for aspect ratio one) 
Orientation  
of cavity 
Curve fit  
of data 
Standard deviation 
of data to curve fit 
Average deviation 
of data to curve fit 
0°   NuH = 0.091RaH
1/ 3  ±1.72 4.67% 
45°   NuH = 0.105RaH
1/ 3  ±1.22 2.86% 
90°   NuH = 0.093RaH
1/ 3  ±1.25 2.22% 
 
The cavities with aspect ratios of 0.5 and 2.0 were compared to the cavities with aspect ratio of one, and the 
cavity with an aspect ratio of 2.0 exhibited similar results (for the same Rayleigh number) (See Table 7.3).  The 
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difference in Nusselt number values between the aspect ratio of 0.5 and the other cavities at a given Rayleigh 
number might likely be due to the length of the cavity that the air has to penetrate to get to the back wall. 




of data to 0° curve fit 
Average deviation 
of data to 0° curve fit 
0.5 ±2.39 11.58% 
2.0 ±1.69 4.61% 
 
For the wall averaged Nusselt number for a cavity with aspect ratio of one, the curve fits to the data are 
summarized in Table 7.4.  As the cavity is oriented at different angles, the values of Nusselt number for the walls 
change accordingly.  This change is based on the orientation of the walls at a particular angle.  The walls that are 
symmetric in location (walls 3/4/5 at 0° orientation; walls 2/5 and walls 3/4 at 45° orientation; walls 1/2/3/4 at 90° 
orientation) show similar Nusselt number values (and were grouped accordingly). 
Table 7.4 Wall average Nusselt number correlations (aspect ratio one at various orientations) 
Orientation Diagram Wall Curve fits of the data 
top wall (1)   Nu = 0.061Ra1/ 3  












side, back walls 
(3,4,5)   Nu = 0.095Ra
1/ 3  
top wall (1)   Nu = 0.076Ra1/ 3  







side walls (3,4)   Nu = 0.106Ra1/ 3  
















side walls (1,2,3,4)   Nu = 0.090Ra1/ 3  
 
When the wall averaged Nusselt number relations are compared to other investigators, the following 
observations are observed: 
· 0° orientation (aspect ratio 1.0): For top and bottom walls, the data tends to be in good 
agreement with McAdam’s (1954) correlation for a horizontal hot surface facing up and down 
while Churchill & Chu’s (1975) correlation (for vertical plate) tends to over-predict the heat 
transfer when compared to the side/back walls 
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· 0° orientation (aspect ratio 0.5): Each corresponding correlation tended to over-predict the 
Nusselt number for a given type of wall.  This over-prediction occurred was even when Skok’s 





W  7.1 
The reason for this over-prediction of correlations is most likely due to the longer relative 
distance the air has to travel in the narrow passage of the cavity 
· 0° orientation (aspect ratio 2.0): For the top wall, the experimental data tends to be in good 
agreement with McAdam’s (1954) correlation for a hot horizontal plate (with Equation 7.1 used 
as the characteristic length).  For the bottom wall and side walls, McAdam’s (1954) correlation 
for horizontal hot surface facing up and Churchill & Chu’s (1975) horizontal plate correlation 
tend to over-predict the Nusselt number  
· 90° orientation (all aspect ratios): McAdam’s (1954) and Churchill & Chu’s (1975) correlation 
tended to over-predict the Nusselt numbers to the floor and side walls of the cavities.  The 
reason for the over-prediction could be due to the restriction of air as it travels down to the floor 
and exits past the side walls. 
7.2.2 Results of Cooled Open Cavities 
Test of cooled open cavities, for all cavities tested (except for the 4-plate per wall cavity), the experimental 
cavity average masses flux were relatively close to the cavity average mass flux obtained from utilizing the heat and 
mass transfer analogy (see Equation 7.2 and 7.3): 
  jmass = hmass Camb - Cplate( ) 7.2 
hmass = hconv
Dab
2 / 3a1/ 3
k air  7.3 
When the cavity averaged convective heat transfer coefficients from test of cooled open cavities was 
compared to the test of heated open cavities (based on the temperature difference between the cavity and ambient), 
good agreement can be seen between the two tests.  For cavities that are cooled, it is recommended to use 
Nusselt/Rayleigh relationships from the Table 7.2 for the cavity averages (for aspect ratios of one or more).  To 
relate the mass transfer in those cavities, it is recommended to use the heat/mass transfer analogy. 
For the wall average Nusselt numbers of cavities that were cooled when compared to other investigators, 
the results for the 1-plate per wall cavity, aspect ratio of 0.5 and aspect ratio of 2.0 were similar to the results obtain 
from the test of heated open cavities.  The data for the top and bottom walls tended to be in good agreement with 
McAdam’s (1954) correlation’s for a vertical plate facing up and down (surface being hot or cold), while Churchill 
and Chu’s (1975) correlation for a vertical plate tended to over-predict the data for the side walls.  Because of this 
similar agreement, it is believed that the heat/mass transfer analogy can be applicable to the cavity walls 
individually. 
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7.2.3 Results of Heated Objects 
For test of heated objects, a curve fit of the data was obtained to relate the Nusselt number to the Rayleigh 
number (see Equation 7.4). 
  Nuobj = 0.236RaLc
0.285
 7.4 




perimeter of particle projected onto horizontal plane
=
w × l + 2 × h × l + 2 × h × w
2 l + w( )  7.5 
Objects shorter than 7.62 cm (3 in.) were excluded from the correlation (Equation 7.4) based on the higher than 
expected convective heat transfer coefficients at the beginning of the test.  The higher convective heat transfer 
values may most likely due to the merging of the boundary layer from the horizontal wall to the heated vertical wall. 
The top wall Nusselt number was compared to McAdams’ (1954) correlation for a horizontal plate (hot 
surface up).  McAdams’ correlations tended to over-predict the Nusselt number, and this was most likely due to the 
air being warmed by the side walls before reaching the top wall.  For the side walls, the data is in good agreement 
with Rodighiero (1983) experimental correlation and Angirassa’s (1993) numerical correlation. 
7.2.4 Results of Cooled Objects 
For test of cooled objects, when the experimental mass flux and the object average mass flux obtained from 
the heat and mass transfer analogy was compared, systematic differences were seen in the two methods.  It was 
estimated that frost (or water) contribution to thermal resistance was much less than convective and radiative 
thermal resistances.  One possible explanation for the discrepancy in the mass flux comparison could lie with the 
water condensing on the plates changing the effective surface emissivity.  The aluminum plates have an emissivity 
of around 0.1 while water has an emissivity of around 0.95 (Incropera and Dewitt (1985)).  For cavities, the surface 
is not very sensitive to the change of surface emittance because the interior surfaces have a limited view of the 
surrounding ambient.  Object surfaces, however, only see their surroundings and are very sensitive to the assumed 
surface emissivity.  A simple model was derived that varies the surface emissivity as the water layer increases (see 
Equation 7.6). 
( )ktwaterktALeff e1e -- -e+e=e  7.6 
where: 
k: extinction coefficient (k ~ 30 to 90) [1/mm] 
t: water layer thickness [mm] 
 
The object average Nusselt number for the test of cooled objects (using Equation 7.6 to determine the 
effective emissivity due to water layer formation on the aluminum plates) was compared to the Nusselt number 
correlation for test of heated objects (Equation 7.4) and good agreement was observed. 
7.3 Application of Experimental Work to Estimate Refrigerator Open Door Effects and Moisture 
Loading on Objects 
7.3.1 Prediction of Heat and Mass Transfer Effects of a Refrigerator  
The energy and moisture loading on a refrigerator due to open door effects will be estimated and discussed.  
The convective heat transfer associated with the door opening is determined in Equation 7.10. 
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  qconv = hconv Asurf Tamb - Tsurf( ) 7.10 
The mass transfer from the ambient air condensing on the inside a surface of the refrigerator is characterized in 
Equation 7.11 
  qmass = hmasshfgAsurf Camb - Csurf( ) 7.11 
The heat and mass transfer analogy (Equation 7.12) is utilized to relate the convective mass transfer coefficient to 
the convective heat transfer coefficient.  The analogy is assumed valid based on the experimental testing of cavities. 
hmass = hconv
Dab
2 / 3a1/ 3
k air  7.12 
The convective heat transfer coefficient is determined from Equation 7.13, where the Nusselt number correlation 




k  7.13 
  NuH = 0.091RaH
1/ 3
 7.14 
The Rayleigh number is calculated from Equation 7.15 (where the height of the interior surface of the refrigerator is 
used for the characteristic length). 
  
RaH =
gb Tplate - Tamb( )H3
na  7.15 
The energy associated with convection, mass transfer and radiation is determined based on the heat transfer rate and 
time of the door openings (Equations 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15). 
  Qconv = qconv × tdoor openings  7.13 
  Qmass = qmass × tdoor openings  7.14 
In order for a direct comparison, the present simple model outlined in Section 7.3.1 utilized Knackstedt’s et 
al. (1995) test refrigerator parameters (see Table 7.5). 
Table 7.5 Parameters from Knackstedt et al. (1995) test refrigerator 
Parameter Value 
Characteristic length 0.6985 m 
Refrigerator height 0.7239 m 
Refrigerator depth 0.4953 m 
Aspect ratio (H/L) 1.46 
Surface area of interior 1.717 m2 
Ambient temperature 21.5°C 
Refrigerator temperature 3°C 
 
A comparison of the results from the model and Knackstedt et al. (1995) study is shown in Table 7.6.  The 
duration of the door opening was set at 20 seconds (typical time as seen throughout the literature).  The present 
model results seem in-line to values obtain from Knackstedt. 
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Table 7.6 Comparison of results from present model to Knackstedt et al. (1995) 
 Present model Knackstedt (1995) no shelf condition 
Nusselt number (-) 82.6 89.5 
Convective heat transfer (W) 93.9 114.2 
Mass transfer (W) 39.7 42.3 
Energy associated with 
convective heat transfer (kJ) 
1.88 2.28 




7.3.2 Prediction of Heat and Mass Transfer Effects on Object Loadings 
A simple transient model was created to simulate a container (e.g. a milk jug) placed on a table for a given 
amount of time.  Energy and moisture loading due to this effect will be estimate and discussed.  The following were 
assumed: 
· Water is the dominant thermal mass (mcp) of the container and the plastic lining is considered 
negligible 
· The container (HDPE) has an emissivity of around 0.9, and since the water has an emissivity of 
around 0.95 (Incropera and Dewitt (1985)), it is assumed that the effective emissivity of the 
container will not vary significantly 
· Thermal resistance through the plastic (seen in Equation 7.16) is significantly less than the 
resistance due to the convection/radiation (seen in Equation 7.17) so the plastic liner is assumed 






























· Thermal resistance of the water forming on the container is neglected (as seen in the estimation 
of the thermal resistance in previous chapters) 
· Temperature of the water in the container is spatially uniform at any given time step 
· No moisture on the container before it is taken out of the refrigerator 
· Mass transfer is related to convective heat transfer through the heat and mass transfer analogy 
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p hfgAobj Camb - Cobj
p( ) 7.21 
The convective heat transfer coefficient for the object was calculated in the model using Equation 7.22 (where the 










p = 0.236 RaL c
p( )0.285  7.23 





p - Tamb( )Lc3
nairaair  7.24 
The heat and mass transfer analogy (Equation 7.25) is used to relate the mass transfer coefficient to the convective 





2 / 3a1/ 3
k air  7.25 
The water condensed on the container is assumed to be uniformly deposited (with thin film thickness – no droplets) 














p Camb - Cobj
p( ) 7.27 
The initial temperature of the container was varied in the simulation from 1°C to 5°C (to represent package 
temperatures found in the fresh food section of a refrigerator), ambient temperature from 15°C to 35°C, and ambient 
relative humidity from 40% to 80% (to represent winter to summer conditions).  The simulation was operated for 25 
minutes to represent a time frame of an object being taken out of the refrigerator and replaced after being left out for 
some time (such as when a family is dining). 
Figure 7.1a-c shows the predicted amount of moisture that forms on the container in a given amount of 
time.  At an ambient temperature of 15°C, relatively very little moisture is condensed (even as the relative humidity 
increases).  Increasing the ambient temperature dramatically increases the amount of water condensing on the 
container. As the ambient temperature rises, the ambient water vapor pressure increases and this difference from the 
water vapor pressure on the surface of the container (assumed to be the saturation pressure at Tobj) is the driving 











































































Time (min.)  
 a) b) c) 
Figure 7.1 Predicted moisture deposition on container placed in ambient  a) 40% RH b) 60% RH c) 80% RH 
Figure 7.2a-b shows the predicted change in container temperature as it is left on the table.  The larger the 
temperature differences between the ambient and the object the greater the change in temperature over time.  As the 
ambient temperature is increased, ambient humidity has a greater effect on temperature change of a container.  As 



















































Time (min.)  
 a) b) 
Figure 7.2 Predicted temperature of container a) 1°C b) 5°C 
The predicted load due to the container is compared to open door cabinet loading effects of various 
investigators.  Allisi et al. (1988), Knackstedt et al. (1995) and Laleman et al. (1992) used analysis from their tests 
to estimate various types of loads associated with a door opening.  While the door is opened, convective heat 
transfer occurs from the warm ambient air to the cabinet walls, moisture forms on the walls and energy associated 
with the phase change of vapor to liquid occurs, radiation occurs from the ambient to the cabinet walls, and 
conduction occurs from the ambient through the insulation.  When the door is closed, the sensible load and latent 
load associated with the bulk air exchange occur.  A listing of their results for one door opening can be seen in 
Table 7.7. 
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Number of door openings (-) 40 20 30 
Time of each door opening (s) 15 20 20 
Fresh Food Temperature (°C) 2.9 5 5 
Ambient Temperature (°C) 29.3 21.9 25 
Test Condition A B C D E 
Ambient Relative Humidity (%) 56 50 40 70 85 
Fresh Air Replacement (kJ) 17.1 5.7 7.9 7.9 7.9 
Water Vapor Condensation (kJ) 12.7 4.5 6.3 11.0 13.3 
Convective Energy Gain (kJ) 5.0 3.0 
Mass Transfer Energy Gain (kJ) 2.8 1.1 
12.0 18.0 21.6 
Total Door Opening Gain (kJ) 37.7 14.6 26.2 36.9 42.8 
 
The energy required by the refrigerator to return a container back its initial temperature (and evaporate the 







objw,pobjlatsensobj,refrig hm)TT(cmQQQ +-=+=  7.28 
The model results at the conditions from the investigators can be seen in Table 7.8.  At the test conditions 
with the lowest and highest relative humidity (test conditions C and E), the latent loading accounts for 10% to 26% 
of the overall container load.  If the object is placed back in the refrigerator early (especially if the object could be 
placed back within the normal door opening time of 15 to 20 s), the load is considerably less than the load due to 
open door.  For a milk jug style object left out for more than 15 minutes, the load on the container is more than that 
associated with a door opening. 
Table 7.8 Energy load calculations due to container loading 
Time object left 
out 1 min 
Time object left 
out 5 min 
Time object left 
out 10 min 
Time object left  

























A 0.7 2.8 3.5 3.7 13.7 17.3 7.2 26.8 34.0 17.1 64.3 81.4 
B 0.2 1.6 1.8 1.1 7.7 8.9 2.2 15.3 17.5 5.2 36.7 41.9 
C 0.2 1.6 1.8 0.9 8.1 9.0 1.6 16.1 17.7 3.7 38.5 42.1 
D 0.6 2.0 2.6 3.0 10.3 13.3 3.0 10.3 13.3 14.0 48.4 62.3 
E 0.8 2.4 3.2 4.0 11.3 15.4 8.0 22.2 30.2 19.2 53.3 72.5 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The purpose of this research is to assess heat and moisture transport into a domestic refrigerator cabinet 
during open door conditions, as well as determine sensible and latent refrigerator cabinet loading caused by objects 
removed and replaced into a refrigerator cabinet. 
Test of heated open cavities provided results and comparisons were made to correlations found in the 
literature, for the cavity average as well as wall average Nusselt number.  Heat transfer coefficients were 
experimentally found for various size cavities and various orientations.  The effects of radiation (cavity emittance) 
on the cavities were analyzed and showed that wall emissivity has a small influence on the results due to the limited 
view factor of the cavity walls to the ambient.  The effects spatial temperature deviation was observed and 
quantified with a non-dimensional parameter Gt.  The overall mass transfer measurements on cavities were measured 
and used to check the validity of the heat/mass transfer analogy.  Condensation of moisture on the cavity walls did 
not appear to affect the flow patterns on surface roughness of the walls. 
For test of heated objects, the object average and wall average convective heat transfer coefficients were 
experimentally measured for various sized and shaped objects.  The overall mass transfer measurements of objects 
were obtained in a similar fashion to the cavities.  The overall mass transfer measurements showed that differences 
occurred between the experimentally determined mass flux and the mass flux obtained by utilizing the heat/mass 
transfer analogy in the data reduction.  Further investigation showed that a change in emissivity greatly affects the 
convective heat transfer coefficient for an object because an object’s radiative view factor is to the ambient is large.  
Potentially, the water forming on the plates change the effective emissivity of the surface.  A simple model was 
developed to account for surface emittance variation with water layer thickness. 
Future work should involve designing and testing more cavities (with different dimensions to the current) 
to provide a wider range of Rayleigh numbers and aspect ratios.  Cavity tests should be expanded to cover other 
orientations (30° and 60°) for cavities with aspect ratio of one and at orientations of 30°, 45° and 60° for cavities 
with aspect ratios of 0.5 and 2.0. 
Difficulties were encountered when moisture on large cavities was investigated due to limitations in the 
scale.  Larger sized scales or with a wider platform (with acceptable tolerances) are needed for the larger sized 
cavities to ensure accuracy of testing.  Future tests should also develop tools to examine local moisture effects.  Test 
of cooled open cavities were only conducted at an orientation of 0°, and future tests involving various orientations 
would be interesting.  Further tests are needed to understand the onset of frost on objects below 0°C.  Future tests 
are also recommended to better understand a water layer’s effect on a surface’s effective emissivity. 
Flow visualization of cavities and objects are recommended to observe the relative change in flow patterns 
that could occur as the plate temperatures change.  Flow visualization is especially important to understand the 
higher than expected convective heat transfer coefficients determines from objects shorter than 7.62 cm (3 in.).  
Numerical simulation of cavities and objects are also important in tying together the present experimental work to 
future flow visualization. 
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